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THE LEDGER & TIMES

SECTION ONE
- Six Pages
New Series No. 677

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY WWW8 SWAY WEIR

a year in Calloway,
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere in
the State of Kentucky.
a year to any address
other than above.

$1.50
$2.nn

Your Progressive Home Newspaper for Over Half a Century
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon November 14, 1940

Vol. CVIII; No. 46

Dark Tobacco Growers Urged GOOD ROADS TO BE INTERNATIONALLY Only One Man From Calloway
DISCUSSED AT MEET FAMOUS MEN DIE
at First
to Vote "Yes" On Leaf Quota SATURDAY,
2 P. N.SUNDAY, NOV. 10 County to be Drafted
TOBACCO GROWERS
TO VOTE ON 3-YEAR
QUOTAS NOV. 23
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Thanks
a
November 8, 1940
R. R. Meloan
Ledger & Times
'Murray, Kentucky

G. W. Windsor
Dies Monday
Prominent Calloway Farmer, 64,
Succumbs After Long Siege
With Cancer of Stomach

My dear Mr. Meloan:-

.00

Committeemen Point
Out Importance of Large
Vote on Issue
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Please accept my thanks for
the splendid cooperation you
gave us during the recent State
The
Campaign.
Democratic
newspapers of Kentucky coyour
and
operated splendidly
paper demo ves credit for the
space you so generously contributed.
An attempt was made to keep
the copy on a high plane and I
do not believe that the publication of news sent from here
caused any ill feelings anywhere
in the Mate.
I skhaerely • hope that it will
be Tiossible for me to reciprocate your courtesies at some
future date. The entire State
Democratic organization appreyour
your efforts and
ciates
paper will be listed as one that
cooperated in every way poss..
ible.
• With all best wishes for your
continued success, I am
Fraternally yours, .
J, L. Bradley,
State Publicity Director

BETTER PRICES SEEN
UNDER NEW SETUP
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1),ii k tobacco growers of Cellos
county will vote in ti refereisnan on marketing quotas Saturday. November 23, tobacco officials stated here this morning.
Ti ipie A committeemen. pointed
out that, it it important for all
growers to cast their ballots in the
referendum. since the question of
quotas for a 3-year period is presented for the . first time. With
quotas for a 3-year period, growers
can expected better prices than
with ou(itas for a 1-year period,
committeemen stated.
Better prices to farmers mean
better business for everyone in the
Dark area. Full details of the
referendum can be obtained from
the County AAA .office or from
AAA committeemen.
Important outlets for fire-cured
tobacco have been closed as a result of war. Even with a 1940 crop
estimated at 98 million pounds, the
present prospects are that production this year will exceed domestic
consumption and exports for the
coming year by 35 million pounds.
Growers must act if disastrously
low prices are to be avoided. The
1941 acreage allotments will be substanUally smaller than those for
1940.
On November 23. growers will
to decide
have an bpportunity
whether or not they desire to use
marketing quotas to aid in correcting this situation. Quotas can be
used to prevent further increase in
and thus protect growers'
supplies ,and
may adopt quotas
income.
or a three-year
one-year
a
for
period
If quotas are approved for three
years no 1941 farm allotment would
be reduced more than 25S3. from
the 1940 farm allotment. If quotas
are disapproved or approved for
one year only, this adjustment from
the 1940 (arm allotment would be
If quotas are approved
33 1-3';
for three years growers with onewill take no
allotments
half acre
reduction for 1941 and growers with
six-tenths acre allotment to one
sere allotments will take one-tenth
reduction. All above one acre will
take a 25'.; reduction from the
1940 allotments but in no case will
the 1941 allotment for these be less
than one acre.
Government loans have been used
to support prices for fire-cured tobacco for a number Of years. These
loans have tended to keep prices
from .going to extremely low levels.
Under present.- conditions there
would be no provision for making
loans on the 1940 crop unless growers approve quotas. With the -approval of quotas. loans for 1940
will be provided at the 1939 rate.
The following voting places will
be open from 7 a. m. to 4 p. m. on
Saturday. November 23:
Mu ray District-Court House.
Concord District-Concord High
School, Brandon Mill.
Liberty District-Brandon
Faxon High School. Palestine.
Brinkley-District-Kirksey High
School, Backusburg, Coldwater.
Swann District-Coldwater, Lynn
Grove High School. Taylor's Store.
Waciesboro District-Almo High
School. Kirksey High School, Hickory Grove.
Hazel High
Hazel District
School. Providence.

BRITISH BOMBS
CRIPPLE ITALY'S
T. CAPITAL SHIPS

COURT ADJOURNS
UNTIL MONDAY
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Bailey Case Slated For Next
Friday, According To Local
Court Docket

5.32

After giving Bobbie Lee Cooper,
negress, a two-year probated sen-'
tence, and returning a verdict of
"not guilty" in the case of Harry
Jeffrej) charged with child desertion. Ciecuit Judge Ira D. Smith,
adjourned court Wednesday until
next Monday, in order that he
may attend a judicial council meeting at Frankfort.
The Boggcsss case, charging L.
B. Boggess with voluntary manslaughter, has been set for Tuesday, while the Tom Bailey and
Toy Lenning case has been moved
to next Friday.
Occording to testimony in the
Cooper case, the 22-year old negro
shot Ben Blanton. after he had
killed her brother, and turned on
her with a gun. This affair happened in a local colored night
spot last July. ,
The docket this term is unusually light except for the impending
Bailey trial. Bailey and Lenning
are Charged With wilful murder pf
Claude Brown, restaurant owner.
Both Were refused bail. and ..have
been held since August, when the
affair occurred.
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Two Battleships Badly Hurt;
Third Damaged as British
Bomb Taranto
British naval bombs in a smashing attack on Italy's main naval
base at Taranto, have seriously
crippled two battleships and probably sevreely damaged a third with
the result that only half of the Italian navy's six capital ships remain
effective, the Brtiish admirality announced Wednesday night.
In addition, two cruisers and two
fleet auxiliaries were also damaged.
Also light British warships boldly
challenged the Italian fleet at Premier Mussolini's very doorstep by
sailing into the narrow straits of
Taranto and attacking a convoy
engaged in carrying supplies to Albania. where the Italians are in a
death-struggle with Greece. A supply ship was sunk, two others were
set on fire, and a fourth ship and a
destroyed critically damaged. A
second destroyer escaped under
cover of a smoke screen.
A total of 88,622 ton of ships were
put in drydock for the Italians by
heavy British tire. Planes carrying
aerial torpedoes made the attack,
it was reported in naval circles.
In Berlin Soviet Premier-Foreign
Commissar Molotoff held a fourhour conferene' Wednesday with
Adolf Hitler-their second-and informed sources said that much of
this time was spent in "negotiations". The nature of these negotiations was no disclosed.
The discussions previously had
been described broadly as aimed
at developing a long-range program
of Soviet-Nazi collaboration.
Official circles were silent on the
subject discussed, but informants
declared both German and Russian
speakers at the dinner given Mobtoff last night emphasized the
friendly nature of relations between the two nations. The Soviet's
day began with a conference with
Goering who, observers assumed,
gave him a comprehensive picture
of both the military nad economic
situation in Germany.
Axis warplanes returned to the
assault on Britain in force today
after a series of nightlong raids
during which a direct bomb hit on
a crowded London theater added
to the captal's steadily mounting
toll of dead and wounded. At least
three of the attacking planes, one
of them Italian, were reported shot
down in air _battles.
The United States announced the
release to Britain of an "outmoded"
type of airplane bombsight which
is considered highly • effective, but
not as accurate as the secret sight
now used by U. S. Army and Navy
planes. This model is much more
effective than the one being used
by Britain at present.

Buy'Em Now!
If anyone is planning to make
the Thanksgiving Day game at
Paris between the Tigers and
Preston
Grove High, Coach
Holland urges them to buy
their tickets in Murray before
they go, as they can receive,
good seats at the same priceand the High School Athletic
Association will receive a certain per cent of the tickets sold.
Contrary to some rumors, the
High School does not receive
any perceinage of the tickets
bought in Paris or at the gate
the day of the game.

Funeral services were conducted
Tuesday for G. W. Windsor, 64year old Calloway farmer, who
died at his home on Murray Route
4, Monday afternoon, following a
long illness.
A prominent farmer, Mr. Windsor had been in bad health for the
past four years, suffering from cancer of the stomach.
Funeral services held at the
Sinking Spring Church, were in'
charge of Rev. J. J. Gough, and
was in the Sinking
interment
Spring Graveyard.
He is survived by his widow
Mrs.' Gills Windsor; three daughters, Mrs. Neva Taylor, and Mrs.
Jewel Byrd, of this county, Mrs.
Daisy Bruce. of Mayfield; three
sisters. Mrs. Brooks Campbell, Mrs.
Lou Davidson, and Mrs. Laura
Hall, all of this county; two brothers, John Windsor, and Syd Windsor. Eleven grandchildren and one
great grand child also survive.

Farris Promoted
Wilburn L. Farris, former Kroger
store manager in Murray. now a
resident of Roswell, N. M., has recently been named manager of a
new Parquay store in Roswell.
The new market, the largest food
store in Roswell. is the latest type,
and Farris really got a deserved
promotion from the managership
of another local store there.

Advisory Board Is
Named for Draftees
Appointment of advisory boards
for each Local Draft Board to give
advice and assistance to men registered under the Selective Service
law was announced by Gov. Keen
Johnson today.
Seletlive service regulations provide that each advisory board
"shall normally be composed of
three lawyers" and that "the chairman shall be a jodge of the County
Court", and every judge of the
state was a member of one of the
various draft boards.
In counties having more than one
Local Draft Board attorneys were
appointed chairmen of boards other
than the one headed by the county
judge. "This practically completes
the draft board set-up for Kentucky". Zellner Peal, the Governor's secretary said, in making
known the lists.
The advisory board for Calloway
county is judge John W. Clopton,
Richard Hall Hood, and M. 0.
Wrather.

KIRKSEY PUSHED
TO TOP ALM 28-26
Three Over-Time Periods Taken
-to Declare Winner in Spotlight
Game in County Play
In a game so replete with thrills.
action, and class "A" basketball
that fans are yet in a daze, the
fighting Warriors of Almo pushed
the Kirksey Eagles to their utmost
and paced the West Siders until
the final minutes of the regular
playing time, only to have the
Eagles tie the count at 24-all and
then,, edge out the "Fighters" in
the third over-time period 28-28 on
the Almo hardwood Friday night.
With each man on both teams
accounting for at least one point,
the first half closed with the Warriors on top 14-11. The half openbang:south' Kirksey's
ed- with a
big,guns, Copeland, Paschall and
the dizzy
Washer, stepped up
pace but were met by the sharpshooting of Beale. Herndon and
Young who matched shot for shot.
With the ball game almost over,
a -Kirksey netter took a last chance
shot from beyond center court to
tie 'the affair up at 24-24.
The first extra period of play
saw each team scoring one field
goal, thus ending the frame 26-28.
Then in the hair-raising second
over-time minutes the teams put
up such a magnificent defensive
The
front that neither scored.
third and final episode gave Kirksey the nod as she flipped in a
field goal within the first minute of play.
Friday night, November 15, the
Warriors will invade Falcon and
on Tuesday 'night, November 19,
will play host to the fast Hardin
outfit
The lineups:
Almo U
Phillips 2
Nelson 2
Herndon 7
Beale 11
Young 4

Pos.
F
F
C
G
G

Kirksey 23
Copeland 8
Paschall 7
Washer 8
Ezell 4
Rose 1

Give work -rather than alms to
the poor. The former drives out
indolence, the latter industry.-Tyron Edwards.

Judge Clopton Calls Meet Chamberlain, Sen. Pittman
Die After Lengthy Siege
to Try to Get More
of Bad Health
Good Roads
PITTMAN RE-ELECTED
RICHMOND WILL BE
IN TUESDAY'S VOTE
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Two international figures, both
important keys to their countries
in the present crisis-Sir Neville
Chamberlain, former Prime Minister of England, and Sen. Key Pittman. chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee in Congress,
died Sunday.
His strength spent by years of
struggle, first to save Europe's
ace and then as leader of Britain's people in the first months of
their grimmest war, the former
Prime Minister died early Saturday night in his peaceful countryside home. He was 71 years old.
Foe-several days Mr. Chamberlain had lain gravely ill in his
country home, Heckfield House,
near this Hampshire town, and had
been so deeply in coma before
death came that he did not know
that King George VI and Queen
Elizabeth had spent an hour at
his bedside during the week.
Pittman. 68, chairman of the
United States Senate Committee
on Foreign Relations, died at the
Washoe General Hospital in Reno.
early Sunday. He suffered a heart
attack early Saturday.
Although Senator Pittman was
not in vigorous health when he
came home to campaign successfully for re-election, it was not
until last Saturday when he failed
to appear at a political rally in
his home town that his illness became known publicly.
The veteran legislator was elected to the Senate in 1906, which
was the first time -Nevada had ever
had a state-wide election for legislators to Washington. Prior to this,
The union Thanksgiving service the men had been appointed by
will be held this year at the First the state legislature.
Methodist Church with the Reverend Leon A. Haring, minister of
ATTEND McCORD FUNERAL.
the First Presbyterian Church, delivering the Thanksgiving sermon.
Among those from out-of-town
In order that the greatest, number who attended funeral services for
may attend, the service will be baby Netia June McCord Sunday
held Wednesday night (the twen- were Mr. and Mrs. J. N. McCord,
tieth) at 7:30. It was felt that this grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Walhour would be les, in conflict lace.McCord, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
reunions and the McCord, Mr. and Mrs. Otho Wills,
with family
preparation of the annual Thanks- Mr. and Mrs. Alvin McCord and
giving Day dinners.
children Howard Lee and Dortha
An offering will be received at Nell, all of Hopkinsville.
the service which will be turned
over to the local chapter of the
American Red Cross for the relief of human need.
This union Thanksgiving service
The Chamber of Commerce reis an annual affair entered into vealed this morning that most of
by the First Methodist Church, the the stores had agreed to close FriFirst Presbyterian Church and the day afternoon for the Murray-Russellville football game.
First Christian Church.

County Judge John W. Clopton
announced today that a special
meeting had been called for all
persons in Calloway county that
are interested in improving the
roads in the county, for the courthouse Saturday afternoon, at 2
o'clock, where an extensive campaign to secure MOT' good roads for
the county would be begun.
Dr. James H. Richmsnd. president
of Murray State College, has been
secured as the keynote speaker, and
a lot is expected to be accomplished
by Judge Clopton.
"There are many roads throughout the county that need re-building or improving." the cdunty judg
said. "With the co-operation of
the Murray Chamber of Commerce,
the local college, and the citizens
of this county a lot can be done to
get more good roads.
"It is our intention to secure at
least a committee of 25 men from
this cotinty-men who have influence, and are willing to go to bat
for their home county, and send
them to Frankfort, and get something _done. We're tired of other
counties getting all the good roads,
and, Calloway county always getting. left out."
He pointed out that the streets
secured in ,Murray were gotten only
through insistence of the Chamber
of Commerce and the local city
commission, plus the hearty cooperation of the local citizens.

Certificates Are
Still Given Here

PLEASE!

The Ledger & Times merchandise-subscription offer swings into
home stralah this week, with rnany
subscribeFir already past the finish line. Others are expected to
take advantage of a 40c rebate in
merchandise at any of .the stores
listed below for renewals and 50c
for new subscriptions in this county.
Merchants eligible this week include:
Hendon's Texaco
National Hotel
Johnson-Fain
Coy's Model Cleaners
Gladys Scott
Murray Gas Co.
Jones Cleaners
T. 0. Turner
Murray Food Market
Tolley-Carson Grocery
Varsity or Capitol Theatre
Adams Brownbilt

Because of the holiday
next week, the Ledger &
Times will go to press
Tuesday night, in order
to catch your Wednesday
morning's mail. For this
reason we are asking all
correspondents and advertisers to get their copy
in as early as possible,
preferably Monday.
Because Gov, Keen
Johnson a n d President
Roosevelt have decreed
that we celebrate Turkey
Day one week early, we
are glad to comply.

Mrs. Mary Morton
Dies Early Today
At Home in City

AT LEAST 13
DIE IN THREE
PLANT BLASTS

•••

10 VOLUNTEER FOR
SERVICE; 75 MORE
ARE SENT BLANKS
Local

Board's Task
One of Ease at
Present

FIRST TO REPORT
ON NOVEMBER

i

26

Only one man, to be selected
from 10 volunteers or from the 75
draftees to whom questionnaires
have been mailed, will be sent to
Fort Knox from Calloway county,
the local selective service board
revealed today.
Ten have already volunteered.
and all accepted from this list will
be deducted from Calloway's quovolunteering include
Those
ta.
Burnice Brown, Dexter; Albert
Route 3;
Smotherman, Murray
Paul Mathis, Dexter; Barkley William Cole, Hazel; Frank Ryan,
Murray: Ernest Roberson, Murray
Mrs.' Mary A. Morton. 79, of
Route 4; W. R. Allison, Murray:
Murray, died of heart attack sti
Marine, Farmington; Hal
Harmon
denly this morning, at the home/of
Mathis. Dexter, and Clarence Marher daughter, Mrs. Bessie Hawkins,
Explosions Occur in Three tin, Murray Route 2.
of Fifth and Olive.
• The board also announced that
Sections of Industrial
She is survived by her husband.
November 26 had been set as the
Ed Morton, of this county: two
Northeast Tuesday
date the draftee would report.
sons, Ishmael Skinner, of Granite
Only 172 will be taken from KenCity, Ill., and Dick Skinner, of this
TWO
POWDER PLANTS,' tucky.
city; three daughters, Mrs. Effie
SIGNAL FACTORY HIT Those in Calloway receiving
Farris, of this city; Mrs. Florence
Webb, of Paris, Tenn., and Mrs.
questionnaries were as follows:
Bessie Hawkins of the city. Thirty
Within a space of 50 minutes
Arteil Wildy Magness, Carlisle
three grandchildren and 27 great Tuesday afternoon, two powder Watson Pigg. Wilson Lamb, Maualso
survive.
grandchildren
plants-one engaged in filling de- rice Crouse, Herbert Mason SkinFuneral
services
will be in fense orders-and a factory manu- ner, Clarence Nelson Eldridge,
charge of Eld. S. A. Ruskjer, with facturing railway torpedo signals Wagon
Darnell.
Willie
Gantt,
burial in the Old Salem Cemetery. were torn by explosions which James Overby Lamb, 0. C. WillThe time fol the funeral has not killed at least 13 persons.
iams, Curtis Brown Wilson, Woodbeen set..
An undetermined num•oer were row Wilson Miller, Novice Wyatt.
Injured in the explosions, one in James Loyd Carson, Hollpn Loririe
Western Pennsylvania, one in East- Byars, Amos Salyers,'Luther Nolen
COVER' CROPS
ern Pennsylvania, and a third on Swift, James Kermit Phillips, EdPROTECT GAINS the New York harbor shoreline of gar Hughes' Elkins, Rupert Kelley
Garth Walker,
New Jersey.
Shekell, Charles
In an effort to enrich the counties
Federal Bureau of Investigation William Franklin Maupin. Charles
soil by such means as planting cover authorities at Washington immedi- Alexander Jennings. Tom Wells,
crops such as clover and alfalfa; ately launched an investigation in- James Rheuben Donelson. William
the county agent's office has begat' to the blasts, although whether they Thomas Briggs, Wild)
. Melvin Ber,
• cover crop honor roll consisting would take full charge of the in- ry, Cook Wilkerson, L. T. Willis,
plant
to
of those who have agreed
quiries depended on the substantial Raymond Wilson Lewis, Guy Mctheir land in cover crops for part federal interests were found in each Daniel. Robert Franklin
Banks,
of this year.
instance.
Samuel Keith Morris, Frederick
Cover Crop Honor Roll increases
The first of the blasts killed three Ogden Bailey, Lawrence Harmon
slowly because • drouth conditions men when 1,000 pounds of dynamite
Brook, Virgle Leon Paschall, Elmo
in the fall delayed seeding. Those exploded at the powder works of
Williams, David Culwell
reporting since last week's issue of the American Cyanamid Corpora- Chas.
Howell Hicks,
•Ralphly
Steele,
this paper are: Martha A. Morris, tion in Newcastle. Pa.
Loudl Princeton Bridges, 0. T.
Faxon: Domus Starks. Swann;
second,
lev22
minutes later
The
Commodore Jones, Swann, and, eled the plant of the United Rail- Paschall, Alvin Hanley Kopperud,
Lowell Palmer. Ki,sksey. This makes way Signal Company at Woolbrige, Rommie Sidney Puckett, Wilburn
a total of 299.3 acres of cultivated N. J. State police at Trenton said 'Wallace Williams, Jack McKee!,
Jack Walton Cheser, Curtis Kimland seeded for winter.
they had received a report of 15 bro, Roy Lee Oakley. Dwight Lyknown dead. 10 missing. and 35
mon Boyd, Robert Nix Crawford,
LAX GOES TO CONFERENCE
hurt. Local police said only five
Aaron Clyde Hopper, William Neil
dead.
be
were
to
known
announces
The Rev, H. L. Lax
Beaman, Vernon Clayton Moody,
later
an
minutes
Twenty-eight
preaching
no
be
will
that there
Alfred Wallace Wells, J. W. Willservices at 'Lynn Grove Sunday explosion wrecked a small building iams, John Cunningham. Ansel
Shower of Kitchen Utensils. Dishes, the lunchroom by Thanksgiving. morning or at Goshen Sunday of the Trojan Powder Company Edward Griffin, Tom Moffitt, LawLooking to this end the Trairdhg night. Mr. Lax is to attend the plant in Allentown. Pa.. killing yer Derward Cook. Lee Merril
Planned'for Next Wednesday
School children are sponsoring a annual
Conference three men.
Methodist
by Students, Patrons
An official of the firm described Travis, J. L. Culpepper, Wylie
shower for Wednesday, November which is being held at Jackson.
Boston Parker, James Leon Smith,
20. Those having kitchen utensils, Tenn. He is to be accompanied by the blast an "an unfortunate acci- Ruford Perry, Nathaniel Francis
dent". The company held defense
The chief topic at-discussion at dishes or other donations which
Chapel.
Matrin's
of
Martin
Johnny
contracts totalling at least $302.150. Holcomb, Will Higgins Whitnell,
the regular meeting of the Train- they wish to contribute are asked
The victims were in the building Viron Paul Beard, Bedford Bailey,
ing School Mother's Club yester- to bring them to the Training
used in manufacturing detonators Ouvis Dell McReynolds, Taz Standay afternoon was the luncheon School next Wednesday or send
ton Rogers, Lennis Cleatus Hale,
for commercial work.
project which the club is sponsor- them by students.
FBI Chief Edgar J. Hoover has Bonnie Dee Crass, J. T. Dixon,
ing. Plans are going forward rapFollowing the business session
Stubblefield, One
advised his department to make a Beaurel Van
idly for the furnishing of the the club was entertained with
thorough check-up of the Trojan Hollin Jones.
lunchroom by the Mother's Club, several musical numbers, readings
blast, as this company held defense
after which it will be under the and a dramatization by the first
supervision of She WPA. The pur- grade children. Mrs. Rudd talked Homecoming Parade Is Big Success contracts. Sabotage has been hinted at all three plants.
pose of such a project is to supply informally on "Eating For Health."
Saturday Morning As Firms of
cheap and nourishing lunches for An interesting display of books,
Murray Co-operate
those who can buy them, and to pamphlets and posters was shown
Camp 592, Woodmen of the
CIVIL SERVICE EXAM
circling
provide free lunches for a certain in observance of National Book
local airplanes
World. will meet at hall in the
With
College's
number of children.
overhead, Murray State
Week.
Announcement is made of open Peoples Savings Bank Building,
Mothers of the first grade were Homecoming parade, despite it was competitive examination for the Tuesday night, November 19. from
The president of the Mother's
thrilled
late,
hour
half
a
-refreshments
7 to 9 o'clock. Protection Degree
served
nearly
and
Club, Mrs. F. E. Crawford, stated' hostesses
position of
id be conferred on class of candithe many spectators that lined the
that ;they hoped to be able to open during the social hour.
CHIEF,
FIRE
ASSISTANT
dates. All Woodmen invited.
streets Saturday morning for the
Year
A
$2.306
opening of Homecoming.
(Less deduction of 344".;- for
Through the financial assistance
retirement annuity)
of various firms in Murray, the
attractive
made
were
floats
many
Must file appllication before the
and decorative. High School bands close of business on November 23,
Trigg
High and
from Murray
_
1940.
County High were in the parade
You may obtain application at
Grove
along with the college band.
First or Second Class Post
High School's band, scheduled to any
Local Merehants Will Get Holiday
be on hand for the parade, ar- Office.
One Week Earlier Than
Helland was heartened sometoo late but performed at
rived
The ['mat Time
what at the return of L. B. "Bush"
Fine Arts Department used arfootball game.
the
fullback,
Boggess, hard-running
the outstanding floats in tistic schemes to illustrate each
Among
Most of Murray plans to celebrate
rf1l continue. to use clever
but
the parade was the Twentieth of the phases of the department.
Thanksgiving with Gov. Johnson
Buist Scott at this position, using
pathe
in
included
floats
pieClub's
Other
Century Commerce
Boggess as a reserve. The im- turization of the part which com- rade were the ones from the local and Pres. Roosevelt. next Thursday. November 21, as plans for a
Murray High School will cele- proved playing of W. L. Polly has merce plays in war. A float,' con- college pilot trainees, Billy Shel- number of stores to close_
The
brate its annual Homecoming Fri- also aided Holland in solving his structed by Beta Pi Theta, honor- ton's band, and a Oda-fountain idea banks and the postoffice .also will
day. with the principal interest acute backfield problem. Polly, ary French fraternity, cried out that was cleverly "carried out.
date.
this
observe
under the
was
The parade
focussing on the Tigers' important inexperienced though he may be, that West Tennessee was "easy
Many plan to take the day off,
class with Russellville High School, posesses a lot of drive, and great Pickins" and with the aid of sev- supervision of the Student Organi- and go to "Paris to see the Turkey
things are being expected of him. eral bales of cotton and some dark- zation.
at .2 o'clock.
Day renewal of the gridiron rivalry
A giant pep rally, at which many by Coach Holland.
es who can-speak French rather
between Grove High and the Tigers.
old grads, and Tiger rooters will
Tommy Cable, blocking back, well, it really went over.
Others plaresTo go to Mayfield and
speak, is planned for 10 o'clock, has been shifted to a staring berth
The International Relations Club
see the Cardinals and Tilghman.
and the rally will be climaxed at guard, so improved has his de- used hemisphere solidainty as its
4 few are planning on stealing
fensive play been. Always a hard theme, while the Ag Club with the
with a parade.
a march on the others and go huntAt the rally all former letter- blocker and a 'good tackler, Cable aid of a milk cow, showed that
ing. Still others will be satisfied
P,aul Lemons, president of the
men. and Murray High alumni will just hadn't gotten the break need- "We'll Beat West Tennessee and
with eating a turkey dinner with
International Relations Club, anall the trimmings, and staying at
be recognized. The Tiger band, ed to get him a starting position, This Is No Bull". The Pep Club
nounced today that the speeches
home for a good restful holiday.
under Prof. Harlan K. Inglis, is but with Scott in the backfield pictured the grads of 1928 returnof Dr Josef Kunz and Dr. Clyde
A' slight mistake was created
ing to the Homecoming, while the
planning numerous unique selec- his chance has come.
Eagleton. internationally famous
with
use
the
up
line
with
to
early this week when it was rumHolland plans
Alumni Association,
tions for the occasion.
speakers who will lecture to the
representing
Outlinks
Palmer
and
with
the
rates
chain
Fair
that the high school football
Billy
ored
a
Capt.
of
Coach Preston Holland
Ohio Valley Conference of Ingame would be iplayed November
Russellville game as the most im- lend at ends; Cunningham and the various graduating classes, used
ternational Relations Clubs Fri28, which was the time for Thanksportant game on the Bengal card Crider at tackles; Cable and Bla- cars to carry out their idea.
day, will be kroadcast.
giving until the President issued a
The Physics Club attraction probecause "it wil4 tell whether the lock at guards; Miller at center;
Final arrangements have been
proclamation setting the date up
Tigers wiil finfsh high in confer- Fenton, at quarter; Williams and claimed Murray as the "Birthplace
completed with station WPAD,
week to avoid a rush between
a
Training
the
while
ence standings, dr whether it will Buchanan at the halves; and Scott of Radio",
WHOP,
and station
Paducah,
Thanksgiving and Christmas.
School used the "Cott" idea in its
be just another season". The at full.
will
and they
Hopkinsville,
Thirty-four states will follow the
Tigers have a good chance nf fin- , This will niftfk the final home arrangement. The Education Decarry the addresses. at 1:15 and
President, but fourteen will conishing third or fourth, if they man- game for Capt. Fair, Blalock and partment used the "Horse Sense
at 8:15 respectively.
tinue to take the last Thursday in
Ben Brumley and Tom for Teachers" slogan in arranging
age to hand the Russellville team Scott.
November for the day.
its part in the parade, while the
Cable are also seniors.
a good drubbing.

Union Thanksgiving
Service to Be Held

Stores to Close

Training School Lunchroom Project
Expected to Open By Thanksgiving

LOCAL MERCHANTS
FINANCE FLOATS

Camp 592 To Meet

Murray High to Observe
Homecoming On Erklity

MURRAY TO TAKE
TURKEY NOV. 21

Russellville Will
• Oppose Tigers
at 2 P. M.

'Broadcast Set

•
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LOCAL

23.

Dr.

PERSONAL
SERVICE...

Frazee & Melugin
INSURANCE

Phone 331
Fire

:

Casualty

AGENTS
:

Gatlin Bldg.
Bonding

"It Does Make a Difference
Who Writes Your Insurance"

MAKE-OVER LIGHTING BEAUTIFIES BOUDOIR

memory
iurof beVvedt
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Paschall!ens
In caned y
away
and Leland Paschall visited Mr. i was
a yeau
rc'a
little
and Mrs. Dallas Lassiter and
November 10.
week-end.
son, Wallace, over the
In our memory she rie
Ervin Cie-bran and daughter. always, an example of
Clessie, hauled wood and water tolerance and unselfisames,
Monday afternoon.
which to strive.
Mr. and Mrs. Gruver Deering
Her going has created s
were the guests of the former's ness that even time can
Deering,
grandmother. Mrs. Sarah
but in our loneliness we ca
one night last week.
glory in our rembrance of the
Jimmie Jones has completed the virtues which she possess. j,
huge task of gathering his corn smile as vivid as a winter ros,
enhanced by the syness of the .file
crop.
John Paschall. Lillie Paschall, violet in the spring; an unselese
Mrs. Sarah Deering, and Mrs. nature revealed by but few and Si:
Adolphus Paschall were in Jones infinite love for her family an,.
her feflownian.
Mill election day.
although her years were bta
Those mita-tering at the home of
she left foot prints on An,
Mrs.- Martha Paschall to listsn at few,
sancl,w-beach of life that
irn.
a' radio program, Tuesday night,
printed in our hearts and we can
were John Paschall, Mi. and Mrs.
prayer
to
a
our
offer
CreatorOlin Sheridan; Miss 'Clessie Coch- but
for having had the compahionship
ran and Miss Clovis Bradley.
cheerful
so
and
sister
of
a
so
kind.
James Miller Deering and MR
—W. C. Hutchens
Martha Paschall visited at Ames_
Mill, Friday.
Mrs. Martha Paschall and Mrs.
A. L. Paschall assitsed Mrs. John
Paschall in picking cotton one
afternoon last week.
Besides Lending Charm to Bedroom, Light ConThe followhig patients
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Paschall
ditioning Makes for Reading Comfort. Thanks to
and Parvin Jones were in Paris mitted to the Mason M, r•
Tallish Vaaity Lamps, Make-Up Is Simplified.
Friday.
Hospital during the past 44.Mr. and Mrs. John Paschall, Mr.
Mrs. E. L. Ballenger, Lire
..,714y Jean Prentice
How such a recipe can be carried The husk, bowl and shade conic in and Mrs. Grover Deering. and Mrs. Mosco Guier, Cadiz.
out in the bedroom of even a mod- sets. They give a new look to an James Miller Deering were the Van Vulpsen, Memphis. Tenn .
NE of the new ways to beautify est
home is illustrated by the photo old bracket.
guests of relatives in-Murray 5,at- Geo. Wallis. Memphis, Terin
a bedroom, or any room in the
slibwrt here.
Fred Hargis, "Murray! Darota)
At the dressing table new boudoir urday.
house, in fact, is with new lighting.
Joan, a young schoolgirl, had a
Lewis Neal
Paschall, Shirley Sutter. Murray. There is a great difference between hankering for a prettier bedroom lamps tall enough to send light
Patients dismissed during tha
this new lighting and the old. Per- ....and very little money to spend smoothly over her face were substi- Lampkins and Miss Clovis Bradley
attended a show in Paris Saturday past week included the followille
tons who visited -the ‘Vorld's Fairs upon it. She decided to make her tuted for an older squatty lamp.
night.
A. W. Roddy. Elbridge, Tenn.caught a glimpse of some of • the room more comfortable and attracUnder the new lighting the tiny
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Deering. Mrs. J. T. Hughes, Murray; Mrs •
amazing new things being done with tive with improved lighting. In the pink carnation patterns in the blue
Miss
Lettie
Lee,
and
Miss
Kathryn
A.
B. Moffitt. Murray; Mrs. Will =
lighting, and this goes for home ceiling socket, which had formerly wall paper took on new distinction.
Grooms visited in the home of Perdue. Murray: Mrs. L. W. Lenlighting, too.
held a bulb in a glass shade, she The luster of the blue silk dressing Jahn Paschall and family Sunday
nox, Murray; Mrs. G. W. LancasThe illumination specialists nave screwed a new indirect adaptor fix- table was more noticeable. The new
worked out new and better ways to ture. The fixture went in as easy as lighting did full justice, also, to the afternoon. James Miller Deering ter. Phoenix. Ariz.: A. H.. Lee.
light our homes just es the home a bulb; It was a 150-watt silvered- heirloomeeVneapple" quilt on the accompanied them home to spend Hardin: John Van Vulpsen. Memthe night.
phise----Tepn.: Mrs. Tom Sawyer.
economic specialists have worked bowl bulb - for an expanse of silky bed.
ia.
Milan, Teriff:', Earl Steele, Knigte
out more accurate recipes for cook- lighting all through the room.
No wonder that interior decoraHarry Douglas, Farmington; MY,.
ing. "
Over the bed she tacked a wall tors today are giving more and more
Mofield Hardin: Mrs. J. D.
Kelzie
The recipe for new lighting, or lamp With inner bowl to sift out attention to the type of lighting
Sexton, Murray; Mrs. Geo. Nobles,
light conditioning, includes three in- downward glare, and a 100-watt bulb placed in a room. The old day of
We wish to extend our sincere Murray; Baby Nobles, Murray.
gredients: 1, enough light; 2, the to give enough light.
shadows and pools of light in a room thanks and appreciation for the
Mrs. Jesse Wofford, Ft. Henry,
A wall bracket was modernized have gone. Light conditioning with kind deeds ghown us by
right quality of lighting; 3, good disDrs Mc- Tenn.; Mrs.. Radph Paschall. Purtribution. These combine to make quickly with a little paint, a new its smoothness and suaveness has Devitte", Hugh and Hal
Houston, year. Tenn.; Baby aPschall. Purroom lighting beautiful as well as candle husk, small inner bowl and taken its place as a recognized stand- the nurses of the Keys-Houston
'
year, Tenn.
shade, together with a 44)-watt bulb. ard for beauty.
comfortable to the eyes.
Clinic and
Churchill
Funeral
Home during the death of our
It pays to read oar Classifieds.
baby, Netia June McCord. We
also wish to thank Rev. A. V.
Havens for his kind words in the
time of our sorrow, and our friends
and neighbors for the beautiful
floral offerings.
Homemakers Schedule
Mr. and Mrs. J A. McCord
Stone—Monday, Nov. 18. at 1:30,
and family
at home of Mrs. R. D. Alexander.
It
pays
to
read,
oar
_Classified&
Coldwater—Tuesday, Nov. 19, at
the Club house.
Penny—Tuesday, Nov. 19. at
10:30, at home of Mrs. B. M. Coleman.
Kirksey—Wednesday, Nov. 20. at
school.
Lynn Grove—Wednesday, Nov
20, at Club house.
Dexter—Friday. November 22. at
10:30, at home of Mrs. Dommie
Cleaver.

I

Eeit "Bright Spot!"

Whatever elaeysiutele ashen you come to Louisville,
a don't mies visiting the Bluegrai,. Room at the Brown
-.Hotel! You:11 discover that ifs the nieest, gaye-t
spot in the tit?
•
Truly Marvelous fecal the best in the South l Grand
iiiimi62--for dancing or .hqening! Superb entertainnient --tw
floor *shoe- niehtiv! And reasonabe
rises at all times:
•
If yon'll. drop us a line, s‘e'll be ...liwpjf t;) s;Aid. you

all the detail-. Why ti,! .!‘) it Dow?
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BROWN .HOTEL
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HOMEMAKERS
CLUB NOTES

Air Express Spreads Its Wings

Oscar Corbin. Jr.. left today for
t Knox to take the physical exasination which is necessary for
-trance into the Army Aviation
'arpe.
Miss Lute Fooshee. who has been
'eschigg in Greenburg. Ky.. and
Oiss &th Fooshee. a teacher in
'cubic Ill.. spent last weekend with
lea' parents, Mr. and Mrs G. E
S•aashee. of Murray.
,
Mrs. Harry Wright. Metropolis.
el.ls.pent the past weekend with
• r parent,. Dr. and Mrs. 0. C.
Mr. and Mrr Ralph Wade Paschwere in Murray last Saturday •
First air express shipment in history of transportation consisting of five
.r the homecoming game.
bolts of silk weighing 50 pounds was flown 65 miles in 71 minutes from
'Mrs. Buren Overby. Mrs. E. A.
-ieketand-4he--Bey..1 --Meek-Jenks - Dayton to Columbus,•Ohio, in November 1910, lashed to frame of Wright
plans Today, 30 years later, Railway Express Agency reports hundreds
left Wednesday for Jackson.
of packages weighing tons are speeded daily in cargo compartments
,..-Th:TaaSTigeassthemeireittatettend the
.nual Methodist Conference.
of giant transport planes for 'overnight delivery 2,500 mil*, away.
Mrs. Cora. Langston. Hardin. Ky..
visiting friends in Murray this weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
'elf. and attending the Chufcla of
hers
.essi revivai meeting Which is
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale are
n progress,..
endellifeir,-Fred- .--Schofield. of in Ashland City, Tenn., today where
The following patients were ad,ngwood. Fla.. are visiting frierids they are attending the celebration mined to the Keys-Houston Clinic
of the 89tla birthday of Mrs Rags• Murray this week. .
' Hospital this week:
Sliss Delma Chrisman. who is dale's father, J. N. Humphrey.
Hoyt Farley.'Murray: Mrs. A. B.
rat'Crted with the TVA in Paris. -15r and Mrs. ,W. M. Moores and
..enn . visited in Murray last week- Richard Moores of Nashville were Jewell. near Murray; Mrs. Chesweekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. ter Morris, route 3; Mrs. Roy
ad
Dearborn,
Suggs.
Mich: Baby
Mrs' - Katy Meredith. Mayfield. John Whitnei
Burk Suggs, Dearborn.
sent lasj weekend with Mrs. Hub
Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Mason had Billie
.vAnn.
.sis their weekend guests Mr. and Mien.; Mrs. E. L. Kuykendall,
Mr. and Mrs.'Roy Starks. Mem- Mrs. Austin Hicks of Elizabeth- Hazel. route 1: Little - Houston
Murray;
Mrs. M. 0.
rag, Tenn.. visited
friends and I town. Mrs-Bellew William Bellew - Baker.
Crouch, .Lynn Gorve; Mrs. Tom
i lativs in Murray and Hazel last and Mrs. Belden of Louisvilfe.
.isekenciasa
. Mr. and Mrs.- Elliott Wear, Mr. Henry, New Concord; Bryan Lax,
Miss Winifred Parish. Murray, and Mrs. W al. Gibson were guests Buchanan. Tenn.; Curtis Kim,James Draffen.
sale last 'Weekend in Florence. Tuesday evening at a party ..which brought,
....
a. wee friends,
was given by Mr. and Mrs. Loren Calvert City; Tobe Ray, near MurKennerly, colored,
tatimea Connie and Flora Pool, Adams at their home in Mayfield., ray; Johnny
Samphie Tenn.. were guests of
Murray; James Nanny. Murray.
_Emma Valentine last Sunday.
Those dismissed this week are as
Mr end Mrs. Robert Rowland. nel. Mrs. Carlisle eutehin and Mrs. follows:
:eon, Ky., are visiting her par- Marvin Fulton spent Tuesday in
Edmond Wilcox. Murray; Mrs.
'5. Mr and Mrs R. L. Wade Nashville.
Dr. W. H. Mason is attending the Leon Cathey. Murray; Baby Ralph
Hey arrived Sunday and intend
Edward
Cathey. Murray; Mrs_ Ed• temairi an Murray for adout two meeting of the Southern Medical
Ansociation in Louisville this week gar McClain, Monte Tenn.; Baby
• eeks.
Sevfral women from- the Murray s• MIRA -CHARFIBB-11111,99-01....C.L9.10ge McClain, Model, Tenn.; Mrs. Her'i•esbyte.lan Church will go to Grove. Tenn, is the guest this 'than - „tones, Nfurray• Mrs. K. S.
aaylieid next Tuesday where they week of Miss Errona SueGibson. • Block, Murray: Baby K. S. Block,
join with representatives from
Mrs. Hall Hood left Monstay for Jr.. eturray: Mrs. Everett Derry berry. Murray: Min Mae °tipper,
adueati and Mayfield in an all- her former, home in Ringold.
.•,y rras,51 ori study.
..
having been called there by the., Murray: Hoyt Farley. Murray; Ors.
Miss Janie Branch of'Humboldt, illness of her sister. Mrs. Eudert A. B. Jewell, neat' Murray.
:-erui.. spent the'- wegkemd with Parker.
Barbara Diuguid.•
•
Mr. and -Mrs. Ed Santora of Morttle
fdor
0. -T. Skaggs is confined to his ristowna Tenn.. were guests this ! mu
trufsrti:enafhoire isitoeis
. mocti
on.
llfithen
aeme with randulent fever,
week ogiaheir ton. Braxton Sanford. I
Mrs A P Ford of Sedalia yeas a who is a student at ttfe,college7
you must pliis sjudgmenteeSeneca.
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Bad Road News

B
atir.
uffand Mrs. Henry Boyd of Pine !

Mr Graves Dale Lampkins was
the house guest of H. W. Wilson
last weekend.
Miss Jost.phine Farley was the
house guest of Miss Mary Martha
Farmer Tuesday night.
Miss Aline Wilson and Mrs. Buck
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Trevathan Miss Ruth Richmond left Monday
of Paducah were guests Monday of ,! -afternoon for Louisville where Dr. Huey were luncheon guests of Mr.
Houston will attend the Southern and Mrs. Otis Lovins last Tuesday.
Mrs. Lena Watkins..
Mr and Mrs. Ira Fox spent SunMr and Mrs. Gingies Wallis. Medical Convention. -• Mrs. John Whitnell. Mrs. John
Mrs- Marjorie Brooks of Mem- day night with their son, Lee WarFarmer and Mrs. Thomas, Banks phis was the week-end guest of ren Fox and wife, of near Benton.
spent Wedneastay in Nashville,
Mr, and Mae Graves Sledd.
Mrs. Warren Swann will return
Mr, and Mrs. John Robinson November 15 ,from a month's vacaMrs. E L. Garrett is attending
the Medical Auxiliary meeting in and son. Rendall. of Cunningham. tion in Atlanta. Ga.. and Jacksonconnection with
the
Southern Ky.. were week-end guests of ville. Fla.
Edd )(allow. of the Ledger &
Medical convention which is be- Mrs. Lula Risenhoover,
ing held in Louisville this week. I Mr. and Mrs. Howard Allen and Times staff will attend the MurrayMiddle Tennessee game which will
Mrs. Leon A. Haring of Chicago . children of Nashville spent the be played in Murfreesboro, Tenn..
is spending this week with the ; week-end in Murray and attended next .Saturday.
Bev Haring in Murray
the Homecoming festivities at the
Overnight guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. A. D. Butterworth is .at-/ college.
Carleton Bowen Tuesday were Mr,
tending the medical convention in
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Calhoun and and. Mrs. C. Norlander and daughLeusavilie this week.
sun. Larry Dale. of Evansville, ter. June. of Stillwater. Minna who
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Junes and were week-end guests of (heir •were returning home from a vacation in Mexico
Garnett Hood Jones moved this parents in Murray.
Mr and Mrs. Allen Rose. of Calweek from Poplar Street to the
Miss Christine Johnston who
loway
county. are now at home to
residence at 203 South Sixth Street teaches at Union City, spent the
their
•friends at•306 South Third St.
where they will be at home.
week-end with her parents, Mr.
Miss Marjorie Crass, of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Ferguson of ! and Mrs. Joe Johnston.
spent, last weekend in Paducah as
near Stone Schoolhouse, are the
Miss Lillian Hollowell will attend guest of Miss Nell Yarbrough.
parents cf a son who was born
the meeting of the National CounMrs. Scotty Dunn. Murray. spent
Tuesday. November 12.
cil of Teachers of English which
Mr and Mrs. Raymond Smith i will -he held in Chicago on No- last weekend in Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge Jones
of Concord announce the birth of
vember 21 to
spent Saturday in Paducah.
a nine pound daughter on WedA boy. weighing 7 pounds and
Mr. and MIS. Wade Jackson. Panesday. Novensber 13.
12 IsZ ounces was born to Mr.
ducah. were weekend guests of
Mr. a,nd Mrs. J. H. Branch of
Mrs. Fred Hargis. of Murray, at Mr. and Mrs. Hebert Dunn. Murray.
Humboldt Tenn.. were week-end
the Mason Hospital on Armistice 'Mr. and MrseNesby McKeel and
guests of Mr. and Mrs. P. W. Ord- ,
mh. Harrisburg. Ills Mr. Roy Holway. having come. for the Home- I day.
Miss Milba King. ft.. N.. is visit- comb. Mr: and Miss Ralph 'Hotcoming game on Saturday.
• ing in Memphis. Tend., this week.• calash-end sonsa-Mr.-„aad Mrs, Sam
Mrs. J. W. Stitt cif Clarksdale. I Dr. and Mrs. E. L Garrett.
Stanford and baby, and Mr. and
Miss, is visiting her daughter. Katherine Fisher. and Mies Vel- Mrs. F. C. Rolcomb. all of Salem,
Mrs. Joe Baker and family.
ma Ward were in Nashville, Tenn., Ill., and Miss. Nora McKeel. of PaMr. and Mrs. Alex .C. McClure Sunday.
ducah. Ky.. were house . guests of
of Lohisvide spent several days last
Mr. -and Mrs!' Fulton Young and Cecil. Thurmond and Mr. and Mrs.'
weak with their daughter. Mrs.. daughter Judy. have been trans- Talmadge Jones last Sunday and
Woodfin Hutson and Dr. Hutson. I ferred frcm Memphis. Tenn.. to Armistice Day.
. Everett Crane of Harrisburg. I Greenville. Miss. Mr. Young has
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Wilson, Mr.
Iii.. former director of music at been made manager of the Ar- and Mrs. J. G. Evans. and Lyndale
Murray High School was in Mur- mour and Co. branch house .in Ferguson. Blodgett. Mo.. were weekray during the week-end to attend that 'city.
end guests of Mr. Ferguson's parthe homecoming activities at the
Mrs. Lilly Roberts and 'little ents. Mr. and Mrs. West Ferguson,
college.
riaught, r Margie Jean have gone Murray. ' The visitors returned to
Mr. and Mrs.. Harold Crags of to Highland Park Mich. to spend Missouri last Sunday. November 10.
Oneda. Tenn.. announce the bath the winter
Miss Martha Morehead. Sturgis,
with
the former's
of a son. David Lynn. on Novem- daughter Mrs. Thomas McCuitton. -Ky.. is the house guest of Misses
ber 6 Mrs. Crass was before her
Mrs. C. C. Farmer left Sunday Dorothy and Jane Shultz, Miss
marriage.
Miss
Maud Barnett. for . a few days' , visit with her Morehead. a former student at Mtn.'
daughter of, Will Barnett of Mur- sister. Mrs. J. C. McClean of ray State College. arrived Saturday
for the homecoming game and will
ray
• ; Louisville.
remain throughout this week..
Misses Voline and Clothe Pool
Rev J. H. Thurman. Rev. Sam P.
Mrs. Nell Haley . Denning. Jack.
had as their guests Sunday Mrs. Martin. Mr - Ralph Churchill. Rev:
son.
Tenn.. is visiting her parents.
B. T Chamblin. Misses Flora and L. V, Henson. Rev. L. P. Wilson. and
Mr.
and Mrs_ H. C. Miley of 16th
Connie Pool of .Memphis.
Rev. Billy Jones attended the GenMiss Mary Moore Windsor of eral Association of the Baptist street. Mrs. Denning arrived in
Morganfield was
the week-end Church which was held at Eliza- time for the homecoming game and
will remain until Monday.
gliest of _her' parents. Mr. and, Mrs. bethtown. Ky.. November 12-13.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Underwood.
V. E. Windsor. and attended the
Mx. and Mrs. Preston Boyd and Long
Beach. Calif,. are visiting his
. Here -•.,^ nc game Saturday. '
Mrs. Buck Huey were Sunday dinparents.
Mr. and Mrs W. L UnTh
Mrs Hal Houston and• ner guests of Mr. Boyd's parents.
derwood. The Underwoods arrived November 8 and will return on
the 20th. They will be accompanied to Calofirma by his parents
who will remain with them all
winter. Mrs. Lola Harrison. Detroit. Mich.
la spending the winter in Murray.
She has rooms at the home of W.
W. Cole.
Mr. and Mrs. Atmer Lassiter and
rildren: Jackie. Jane. and Nell. of
sindfall. Ind.. are visiting Mr.
The true value of fire and casualty insurance
. sseteas mother, Mrs. Callie Lasaer. of 'Lynn Grove.
depends largely on the personal service that
Miss Roselle Hargis left for MayId • Wednesday. where Me will
goes with it. As agents for leading capitaleend the weekend with Mr. and
ized (stock) fire and casualty companies,
trs. Clyde Duncan.
,
Bill Utley 'has reterried home
we are here to serve you 365 days of the year.
eora Transylvania College.
The Rev. and Mrs. H. L. Lax
..ere dinner guests of Rev. Lax's
.We shall be glad to analyze your individual
a her. B. S. Lax,,of Hazel. Route 2,
.nday night.
inszrance needs without charge or ol4igation.
Mrs. Charley Rogers. of EldoraArk., arrived Monday to vise
r Vs. ouncles, B. F. Waterfiel.1
',".urrya. and M. 0. Crouch. Lynn
-rove, and Mrs. Crouch, who 15 iii
,:d in the_bspital. Mrs. Rogers
.11 return
g
to Eldorado Thursday
r

deeMni

Almo Homemakers.
The Almo Homemakers held an
all day meeting in the home of
Mrs. Lee Reeves, Thursday, Nomember 7. The meeting was -called to order by Mrs. Jeff Edwards:
president. During the business session Mrs. T. W. Taylor was selected to serve as landscape leader
during the year. The lesson on
vegetables was .given by
Mrs
Reeves and Mrs. Carlos Roberts
who prepared vegetables as part of
the lunch, and afterwards discuss- '•
ed the importance of vegetables in
the diet.
The club will meet December 5
at the home of Mrs, George Lewis
Hazel Homemakers
The Hazel Homemakers Clua
met in the home economics roorr
at the school building Thursday.
October 31. The meeting
wepresided over by Mrs. C. D. Paschall, president. The lesson on
"Meat Canning" was given by the
food leaders, Mrs. Erritt Dick and
Mrs. Wylie Parker. This was followed by interesting games and
contests and
refreshments were
served.;
Twenty-six members were present. /he following new member.
were.' enrolld: Mrs. Ella Rains.
Mrs. Otto Swann, Mrs. Deroths
Oliver, Mrs. Audrey Simmons and
Miss Ethyl Mae Paschall.

We have a New Lighting System, making
our store the lightest in town. Always
the warmest in winter. Now it is a comfortable place to trade.
Just received - Girls Boots in brown, black and
white. We have a well assorted stock of merchandise and courteous sales people. It's a good
place to trade.

We will celebrate our 21st anniversary in Murray
the last 10 days of November with a Harvest of
Bargains-1919-1940. I came to Murrax.eNas4emher 19, 1919 to look at the Graham Co. stock
which I bought a few days later. No other store
in business today that was then in'the dry goods.
We appreciate your support and need it now.
Pledging service and, values.

T. 0. TURNER

Murray, the birthplace of radio.

Hh'_enne1/111#011/1/0
laftiff-PRIer
In the 6 Big things that count
Nash gives you_
* BETTER ECONOMY
25 to 30 miles per gallon
with you at the wheel!

* BETTER RIDE

Soft Coil Springs
on all/oar wheels!

* MORE ROOM
More selling width
than competitive cars!

* GREATER SAFETY

*

and frame one
welded unit!

Body

* BETTER PERFFIMANCE *EASIER HANDLING
Haiti from 15 to 50 in
12 seconds, high gear!

World'•. tir,
,t car wiii.

Two-way Roller Steering!

SEE YOUR NEAREST NASH DEALER
asfiverell a scion
!-1-I ccia:pmcnt ani k4tol tax
NASH BUILDS CARS PRICED FOR ass OF AltIERiCAN L1UYER:.,

Parker Bros. Garage

PHONE 373

MURRAY KY.

•
a,

*moo eillea,
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gave
piano. Miss Ruth Ashmore
party in the lobby of the men's an interesting discussion of -The
Friends gathered at the home of
y
Frida
on
e
colleg
the
dormitory at
ty to Shifting
Mrs. Key en West Olive street
mal Church's Responsibili
afternoon, November 8. Infdr
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EIGHT STUDENTS
MAKE ALL A'S

With the thermometer hitting a
new low of 16 fur this winter,
overcoats and mackinaws are in
their prime, much to the delight of
store man, who still
One Senior Two Juniors, Two! the clothing
I contends that if the cold spell
Sophomores, and Three
doesn't come before Christmas the
Freshmen Attain Honor
average man will go through the
entire winter without buying ai:
George Ed Janes, senior; Mary overcoat.
The coal business, booming beF McElrath and Tom Fenton, cause of Winter's chill, and the
Juniors; Jewel D. Allbritten and cleaning establishments, who appreciate the cold because coal soot
Marion Toms sophomores; and is the cleaning man's best friend,
Slje Cunningham, Jeanne Doran, witl now be in their prime.
With peoplCabivering with the
Ale& Farmer, freshmen, were
new chill and delicate old ladies
to have all As for the first
„staying indoors by their firesides,
erg weeks' term, according to a King Winter is here at last, to
,urvey Di senior high reports cards. the Ledger's misery and the schoolWe cannot hiberForty-one students made all A's boy's delight.
nate with the bear so we must adand
They were Joe Butter- just ourselves to the icy blasts,
worthi :John Mack Carter, Pat then grin and bear it.
Crawford, Joe E. Starks, Glen- Valentine, Glen Price Willard, Magdalene
Lee
Minnie
Bourland,
FIRST
SIX WEEKS
Churchill, Sarah'Ruth Rhodes, RePupils making a gratle of
becca Thurmond, Sue Futrell, Jimmie Lou Henderson. Ann MacLean, or above and have been present
Yvonne Miller, and Elects Miller. every period are as follows:
Grade VII
freshmen; Fay Nell Anderson, VirJoe Pat Anderson
ginia Beach, Wanda Fuzzell, Sarah
Claire -Doran
Hopper, Georgia Helen Kee, George
Wilma Jo Lovins
Bonner, Jut. Colson, John Futrell,
Grade VIII
Dan Johnston, Ted Lemons, Gene
Ann Brown
Ryan. Verlene Osborn, Ann Swatford, Euva Nell Thurman, Billie 'Suzanne Miller
M. Williams. Will Ed Lassiter and _La_Verne .Davis
Grade IX
Bill Pogue, sophomores; Joan ButMartha Sue Cunningham
terworth, Rena Dill. Claire Fenton,
Aleda Farmer
Eleanore Hire, Ruth Williams. and
Jeanne Doran
Wayne Willard, juniors; and Jo
Grade X
Croats blatant Mcgiratti, and BetSarah Hopper
ty Pogite, seniors.
Georgia Helen Kee
Grades By Classes:
Will Ed Lassiter
All A's All A's, Ws
Bill Pogue
Seniors
1
3
Marion •Treon
Juniors
2
6
Grade XI
2
17
Sophomores
Joanne Butterworth
3
15
Freshmen
Eleanore Hire
These rrades were
tabulated
Turn Fenton
(tom the iejtorts cards.
Grade XII
—Murray High Tiger
George Ed Jones
—Murray High Tiger
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MHS Honor Holl

STUDEBAKER
SALES AND SERVICE
One-Stop Super Service Station

TRADE WITH US—PAY THE BUDGET WAY

MILLER-PRYOR
MOTOR COMPANY
—

"Salacious magazines are definitely 'connected with the criminal activity of individuals predisposed toward sex crimes." So
says Warden Lewis E. Lawes of
Sing Sing, perhaps the nation's
outstanding authority on criminology. Studies Warden Lawes has
made have convinced him that
these salacious magazines have
had a definite effect in many 'cases
that have come under his observation.
Numerous cities have crusaded
against the sale of these magazines on news stands, the most recent being Phoenixville. Pa., where
Katherine tsoggess, Magdalene the Rotary club is urging every
Ekrurland, Margaret Buckingham, civic, fraternal and service organEuple Edwards, Sue Futrell, Caro- ization in the borough to mobilize
Futrell, Maudina Garrison,
lyn
their efforts in stamping out the
Mildred Hutson, Norma Jean Hicks, sale of filthy literature.
Jimmie Lou Henderson, Imogene
Anent this drive, the Purple and
Lucy Lee
of
The Murray State College Yearl- Lee, Mary Sue Miller,
newspaper
White, student
ings will meet the baby Hilltop- Miles, Bobby Nell McKee!, Jo Nell Phoenixville, insists that findings
AMERICA GUARANTEES pers from Western on Friday, No- Outland, Mary Jo Pentecost.'Jane
Lawes and J.
vember 15, in Bowling Green. This Roberts, Doris Aycock, Peggy Bla- made by Warden
MANY BLESSINGS
Edgar Hoover must not be passed
be their final game of the seawill
at
Lee
power"
Juanita Coggins, Minnie
X HE Nazi-Fascist theory of "exploding
son. In their two previous games, lock,
over lightly. In an editorial, the
In the various addresses de- they tied the United States Naval Churchill, Evelyn Cathey, Elects school paper continues:
th • expense of other peoples has been on the march
livered to the student body in the Air Base team. Pensacola, Fla., 13- Miller, Yvonne Miller, Sarah Lou
-The effect of obscene magalong enough for all of us to realize its consequences.
and dropped a close decision to Palmer, Sarah Ruth Rhodes, Doris
program at the opening of school, 13
zines upon high school students is
14-13.
Memphis,
of
Southwestern
young
of
Although Hitler calls it a "world revolution"
the fact was mentioned several Coach John Miller stated that Wes- Rowland, Billy Mae Williams, and a serious problem now being
times that we as Americans are. tern had always been tough and he Volena Parks.
nations against the old and decadent, it is, in fact, a
realized by principals and teachThis was followed by a special
only people in the world who didn't expect this year to be any
the
been
have
ers throughout the country. In a
counter-revolution against the freedoms that
that
pointed
out
also
He
King.
exception.
accordian number by Nowata
are opening schools this year. We ,
neighboring county _high school an
they looked good in their last game
%kin by htinitif beings through centuries of aspiring and
are the only people who are able with the exception of a second 'Then the second year home eat- investigation was made. Each stuto sit down calmly and think and ' period defensive letdown and a nomics classes modeled the dresses dent's locker was opened and
that they have made. The one in
study and reason. We are the only bad case of fumbleitis.
searched and nearly a hundred
There is no such thing in Germany, Italy and Japan
The freshman squad is pictured this group were Madge Alexander, and fifty indecent
people who are able to experience
publications
Back row, left to right: Fay Nell Anderson, Bobby Sue Bagthe breathless moment at the kick above.
as that freedom which we have proclaimed for ourRector, well, Virginia Beach, Myrtalean were discovered.
manager,
McKeel,
Leslie
off of a football game when a line
"Cultivation of vulgarity, and inslIves in the Bill of Rights, and there is little mot* than
Ark.; Frank W. O'Donnell, Bells,
of earnest young niers move as. one Tenn.; Michael Nicholas, Ithaca, N. Cooper, Rena Dill, Wanda Fut- ferior standards of taste and
which
nations
s!avery and Suffering for peonies of those
perfect body, down the field, oar Y.; Pete -ghenosky. Warren, Ohio; rell, Nowata King, Patricia Lynn, morals are surefire hits resulting
I•ave been overrun by the Nazi war machine. We believe
team, defending the honor of our Robert Kletka, South Bend, lad.; Euva Nell Thurman, Katie Witty, from these malodorous publicaWhite, Cleveland, Ohio; Jewell
Allbritten, Ruth
Dean
school. oWe are able to put our Clifford
tbat all Americans are determined that what happened
Joseph Capalonga, Ithaca, N. Y.; Cathey, Mary Jane Dunn, Joanne tions. This, and the more serious
we acwhether
game
that
in
ill
Doyne Dallas Glasgow, Rector,
consequence of sex crimes is the
to Norway, Denmark and Holland, peaceful nations which
tually take part in the playing of Ark.; Jack Moseley. Cottage Grove, Fulton, Earline Giles, Josephine evil "we oppose in provoking and
shall
life,
of
Mary
Frances
Edith
Lax,
ways
James,
Tenn.: Warren C. Wilcox, Parasought only their peaceful and happy
it or not.)
urging_ cooperation in this cleangould, Ark.; and Coach John McElrath, Miriam McElrath, WilWe Steno nebula our team and Miller.
not happen to us of the Americas.
up campaign. To stop the sale
ma Sprague, Arlene Tucker, Sarah
rejoice in its victories or mourn
lewd and immoral literature, full
Second raw. left to right: G. W.
first
Parks,
and
our
Louise
Jo
form
Underwood.
tenacity
Because British courage and
Its failures. We are able to live Gardner. Murray; Harold James
cooperation is needed. Make this
Busch Velena Parks who is a freshman,
as happy, wholesome, individuals, Leudeman, Gillet, Wisc.;
lire of ri-ccire,tbeccuse tbe 13,itish Navy is in truth
drive the beginning of an era
Arvil Hendrickson. Jenson, Ky.; but her sister Louise Parks made
the
in
Secure
British
safe.
and
secure
the
of curtailing sex crimes and one
fight
heroic
our Atlantic Navy, because the
Tom Latimer, Union City, Tenn.; her dress in Horne Ec.
knowledge that our homes are not Eddie •Lipson. Lynn. Mass.; Harold
that will make it safe for people
aggressivA
Tiger
blocked
High
—Murray
being,
are making has, for the time
liable to be bombed, our families Seawright, Cairo, Ill.; Thomas Farto walk the streets at will".
aims. made clear by Hitler, against this heinispher#, scattered, our food and clothing ley, Murray; Perkins Marquess, Whatever makes men happier We heartily second the Purple
Hopkinsville; Harold Fuson, Corand White's suggestions and hope
we favor giving them the fulle.st aid for our own secnr- supplies reduced or removed, our bim'doe Russell, Portsmouth, 0. makes them better.—Goldsmith.
The man who confers a kindness for the day when magazines which
moany
at
threatened
lives
very
George
We
right:
to
-left
needs.
row,
'First
defense
own
its,. in consideration of our
he
ment. We live secure in our right Walters, Paducah; Dalton Price, should be silent concerning it;
have no recommendation except
been
who receives it should proclaim
to rule ourselves freely and pure- Paducah; Bill Lee, Paducah; Gene it.—Seneca.
believe that help eoald be given that'has not
their filth will be banned by exAlbritton,
Larry
Syers, Paducah;
press carriers as well as the
given because we as citizens have not acquainted our ly, to choose our leaders and to Paducah;
Green Lillie. Brookport.
No genuine observer can decide United States mails. Such action
laws. No where else in ill.; Hobert Upton, Canton; and
our
make
American
of
strength
full
the
Government leader.; with
otherwise than that the homes of a will make ._ their circulation imthe world is all this passible.
Teddy Sasseen, Mayfield.
nation are the bulwarks of persympathy for the British cause.
And here at Murray High School
sonal and national safety.--Holland. possible. more
with
that this year we are blessed
—Murray High Tiger
We purpose to maintain contacts with sources
Our
before.
ever
than
opportunities
of
domestic
The
first
indication
!lave the fullest and most authentic information and building is in excellent condition, Ray V. Lambert, general agent happiness is the love of one's What is a Friend? I will tell
you. It is a person with whom you
to convey that information to the people of Louisville we have new comfortable chapel for the well-known Cotton Blos- home.—Montlosier.
dare to be yourself —Frank Crane.
city
this
in
was
Boat.
Show
som
seats, new books in the library.
Home. Is the dearest spot on
and Kentucky.
this week making arrangements
our floors have just been done
He is the happiest, be he King
for the big boat to exhibit at earth, and it should be the center,
We purpage to invitc,committees which are already over, new tennis courts have just Aurora Landing, Friday. Novem- though not the boundary, of the or peasant. who finds peace in his
home.—Goethe.
present affections.—Mary Baker Eddy.
-Fentucky to join with us in organizing been constructed and will soon be her 15. The company will
in e%istence in
a 3-act comedy drama, "The Unhave
we
use,
our
for
completed
upon
chapters in every city and town in the State, so that
Visitor." with high class
new playground equipment. in welcome
between acts.
rip?eifir questions and upon the broader questions of many of our• grades we have free vaudeville
This is a new modern steel hull
war
textbooks; our last year's senior show boat which was built this
general policy which are bound to' arise as the
presented - us with a new year at Cincinnati. 0., at a cost
progresses, we may have a snick and ready way to con- class speaker
system; we have a of 540.000. So come down and
loud
enjoy an evening on the river.
vey our sentiments to elected representatives.
motion picture machine.. our new 'The show starts at 7:30 p. m.
any
of
best
the
of
one
is
stadium
moves
it
One of the penalties-of democracy is that
high school in Kentucky and the
slowly. That it can fight nobly Britain has proved. That P. T. A. is providing us with a cause he found them boring. What
it can act quickly in an emer7ency we fully believe. We new piano for the auditorium. And. we. nerd is more entertainment.
said that this type of
offer one channel thronch which sentiment that has most of all we have our faculty. The otherstirred
him deepry and
They are our leaders; they are a picture :
which
through
already cry,tallized may become vocal;
group of wide awake individuals, aroused in him a great desire to
Kentuckians,- who have „always loved liberty, may be each of which is ready and will- go out and fight. Each , of us
in the forefront of the national effort to secure it to ing to help us take the fullest ad- ehould have this spirit and use it
vantage of all our opportunities. right here, now.
•
ourselves,
We should keep ourselves menEach of them knows his or her
To that end, we invite all those who feel as we do field thorough!) and they stand tally physically, and morally
•
behind Murray 'High .School to awake and upright and strong. We
to join us. There is no financial obligation. Simply help us make it what it should be. should put everything we have infill out the coupon below and send it in.
These are oar rights, our privi- to showing cur appreciation for
leges, our opportunities; they arc our opportunities by taking the
handed to us in the midst of a fullest possible advantage of them.
war-mad world, torn with ...greed Anything that is worth doing is
and hate and chaos. They are worth dving _Weill acid the highest
handed to us by other generations. possible happiness is found in doThe least that we can do is to pro- ing our very- best. If each student
tect them and cherish them for the ...in this high school would -earnestly
ROASTED in the old-fashioned way
try this in school work and extra
ooming generations. that takes a long time .. . and it is
We started to school this year curricular activities, this would
turGOOD! Stuffed with del
S.
key dressing fulisql nuts an
as usual; we came to the same be one of the most glorious years
A treat.
class riaemcswelregrudged_a littld Vild Murray High School has seen
perhaps, the extra- hour of our in many a day , .anA each 'of us
TRIMMINIS ..
new schedule; we still grumbled as individuals would be more
Get plenty_ of little candied sweet
potatoes . s fresh vegetables . . .
just a _little about the chapel Pro- wholesome, efficient citizens when
. . . National Hotel restauahead.
tasks
salads
to
larger
the
come
we
grams being' dull. We listened -to
rant gives you the works, and for
our opening addresses anti .stett4ed Bemember—No 'where else could
so little.
down to the drudgery of everyday all this happen.
SPONSORED BY
High
Tiger
—Murray
classes. Most of us study a Tittle.
E. LELAND TAYLOR
DWIGHT ANDERSON
OR, JOSEPH RAUCH
si
and hope a lot and get by tomeANGUS D. MacLEAN
ALEXANDER JEFFREY
WILLIAM D. BECKER
JOHN GRIGSBY
C. J. CRONAN, JR.
how or other, content With poor or
7r,Relievi
F. L. WILKINSON. JR.
HENRY MAPLE
MRS. WILLIAM BLAI
Misery of
PETER CAMPBELL
fair grades.
DR. CHARLES W. WELCH
MRS. STARLING FAC
MRS. SEVIER. BONNE"'
diswere
students
our
of
Two
DR. JOHN R. SAMPEY
STRA
EDWARD
MRS.
J. ROBERT MOORE
MARK P. ETHRIDGE
cussing recently the Anti-Nazi
THRUSTON MORTON
J. V. NORMAN. JR.
LEWIS GOWN. JR.
A. C. VAN WINKLE
movies being released lc> the pubMRS. BARRY BINGMAM
MRS, GEORGE NORTON, IR.
WINTHROP ALLEN
WILLIAM B. BELKNAP
MRS. LEWIS TACHAU
lic. One of them said that he
SIRS. SHACKELFORD MILLER
didn't like these pictures at all beUOUID.U.ELIT.;',Si DROPS
The Home Economics Department of Murray High School conducted assembly Friday, November 8.
Claire Fenten read the scripture
lesson and Mr. Cavitt led in prayer. Miriam McElrath, Mary Frances McElrath and Mary Edith Lax
sang "Maytirne."
The program was opened with
Miriam McElrath's presentation of
the first year home economics
girls' .aprons. Miss Lola Clayton
Beale accompanied on the piano.
Those who took part in this were
as follows:

r

a

Show Boat Coming

• Texaco Products, Firestone Accessories
• General Garage Work — All Cars
• Distributors of Firestone Tires and Batteries

206 E. Main St. — Phone 21

Schools Make Drive
Home Ec Group
Entertains Chapel On Obscene Mags

Murray State College Freshman Squad

Enter—King Winter

Murray, Ky.

k
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WHAT
A
FEAST

?SU Ur

wiesszilms
with the purchase of a Modern

SHELLANE - UNIVERSAL GAS RANGE
DURING OUR
PRESENT FACTORY

$131.50

COOPERATIVE SALE

Completely 'Installed

ONLY!

INCLUDING COMPLETE SET OF ALUMINUM WARE

Lowest prices in history
for Shellane Gas Service!
Soon kitchen drudgery in the
country home will be as out
of date as gold toothpicks:
Soon practically all country
housewives will be rid of ashes, dirt, and soot. For the rates
on Shellane have been so
sharply reduced that Shellane
Gas Service now costs no
more than the usual city gas
rate! Now the country housewife can have an up- to-t heminute kitchen,., be a mod.
er n cook,at no greater expense
than if he lived in the wiry.
UNIVERSAL
GAS NANCE
ft

SALE

CO.
MURRAY GAS
Murray, Ky.
304 Maple St.

Louisville Chapter
Kentucky League for
British Victory

TURKEY ... Mmmmmml

1

yes

OS
666
Q666

-COOPONLouisville Chapter,
Kentucky League for British Victory,
,
605 Marion E. Taylor Bldg.,
Louisville, Ky.
.•
I subscribe to the above statement and desire to he
enrolled as a member of the Louisville Chapter, Kentucky
'League for British Victory.

Rheumatism
Female Disorders
a Disorders
te
Sciatica

.'"'"""nolalallaRallatellla".111.11f'•

"allIssas

COPY FADED

4.

High Blood Pressure
Stomath Trouble
Heart Trouble
Kidney Trouble

•

Bank of Murray—CHIROPRACTOR—Phone 122

Address

.12•11
410.1..
,

Asthma
Sinus
Bronchitis
Headaches

DR. WALTER F. BAKER

Name

1 —
•

Served
from
12 noon
to 2 and
6 to 8:30

CHIROPRACTIC GETS RESULTS in acute and chronic ailments so it is reasonable w hy so many families depend, da
chiropracti' in -time of sickness., The list Of ailments below
indicate the scope of our work. We use only drugless methods
In tile restoration of your health.

NATIONAL HOTEL
Phone 9 for _Reservations

• -s
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ONLY THREE OF FIRST FIFTEEN
REMAIN FOR COLT CAGE SQUAD
.

Thurman Might
Salvage Five
Games

son. He should be able to handle
the Alumni. Aurora, Paris. aud
po.ssibly two conference teams. Any
better estimate will have to be
made after his bunch has been FOR RENT-Furnished efficiency ELECTRIC RANGE FOR SALE a
tested thoroughly.
apartment Steam heat; Inivate a bargain. Inquire at Ledger &
His schedule stands:
tic
bath. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett.
lc Times.
Nov. 19-Alumni here.
APARTMENT FOR RENT-Priv,ate
Nov. 22-Aurora here.
APARTMENT FOR RENT- Heat. bath and furnace heat. G. A.
nee. 6-Benton there
Garage. Van 13. Valentine, 504 Murphey, 1202 W. Main St.
Dee. 14---Wingo there
tic
le
Elm St. Phone '23.
Dec. 17-Clinton there.
Jan. 8-Milburn here.
Jan. 17-Fulton there.
FOR HOME-MADE Cakes and
Jae. 21-Paris here.
Pies, White Cocoanuts made from
Jan. 24-Bardwell there.' fresh cocoanuts and Fruit Cake
Jan. 5.0---Lowes hem..
specialties. see
Mrs. Crossland
Feb. 4-Clinton helm.
Overby. at Hotel Freeman. 505
Feb. 14-Reidiand there.
Main St.
Feb 20-Trigg Co High there.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

most of them green when it comes
to tactics of the hardwood, but all
of'therrequite willing. In fact they
tend to remind one of the outfit
Thurman had about four years ago.
A w k neo ad, gangling, ambitious.
willing, and full of _fights but need
ing a lot of polishing before they
By Edd Kellow
can expect to match baskets with
-the-teams tehts Cutts - play. e another of the articles
dealing, with basketball prospects --The card Thurman has arranged
in the high schools of Callowae. is a typical Colt schedule-with
roost of the Purchase Conference
county
FOR
SALE-New
1940 Zenith Meetings To
Be
Held
Evelo.
teams being met. Alas but not a
Coach Clifton Thurman took up county team appears on the list of
Radio--10 tubes. Call 613-J. Mrs.
Second And Fourth
golf last suMmer in fact his brand
lp.
Wallis Key.
Colt foes. and Thurman is glad.
Thursday
cf golf improved, and by late fall
"There's not a . team In the county
FOR RENT-Apartment with privhe was playing ,a pretty fair game.
chance
to
beat";
.,we'd
even
have
„a
ate bath. 504 N. 4th Si, Mrs.
But this is supposed to be a sumThe science club for 1940-1941
The two next mornings after the
1.p has been
mary •efe the prospects he has at. Thurman said. but knowing him as November election, November 6-7, Fleta T. Utley.
organized with twentyof
a
word
do.
we
don't
-believe
we
Training
-School.
: e--Murrae
a1thotig0
we had our first real frosts and FOR
-4 room
apartment five members. The club is named
-teed rather. -talk ancrige'ertYthitig. it. A .lot- efpeople thought the ice stench were exhilerating.
with bafl. Mrs. Lena Watkini, the Junior Academy of Science and
School - pieked -rite -spots
'
- - lc meets
L. H. Pogue Will preacn at Linn- N. 12th St.. Telephone 207.
Only three boys-Richard Aritt;. last Year with a schedule, but evievery second and fourth
strong. Joe Rebinson. afid Gene dently the boys -met some pretty vine, Sunday. at 10:45 a. m Billy
FOR SALE-Feed Mill, See G. Thursday evening.
Graham are left from te first 15 good competition. because when Jones iboy preacher) will preach
M. Cathey at Calloway County
The officers for this year are as
men Zhurrnan used t capture the the chips were down in the finale, Sunday at West Fork Baptist
'
-Church at 10:45 a. m.: Garvin Feed Mill at Stella on Highway follows: President, Ned Brooks;
Purchase Conference champion- the Cola carristirelier the wire With
No,
121.
N14p
. ship, and go on to ,.beat the high a fine showing.
Curd will preach at Gilbertsville
vice-president. Jack Hamrick; secOf all the learns Thurman is Sunday at 10:45 a. m. and a singschool in the District Tournament.
FOR SALE-100 loads of sound
The others have Chosen various playing, he thinks that Trigg Coun- ing conventiop will be held at dry oak and poplar saw dust at retary, Joe Colson; treasurer, Wan'ways to depart ln one fashion or ty High and Central High of Clin- Coldwater Church of Christ next 50 cts. a load. Can
da Fuzzell; sponsor, W. B. Moser.
furnish white
another from the Training School. ton are the toughest. "Clinton Sunday at 1:e0 p. m. Many song
oak
fence
posts
at
10
cts.
each.
Members of the club are as folfrom
might go to the state-this year
or its basketball activities.
leaders -have been invited along Bring Your nuck, good road and
lows: George Bonner, LeRoy DenIn -theie places ere . mere kids, the first region. which 'Cricket' with everybody and his dad.
good place to load. C. V. Hawley,
might get his team through in the
Goshen and Coldwater churches
N21p ham. Joan Fulton, Bobby Garrison,
other region", the former Murray would be delighted to have Her- Camden, Tenn,
Earlene Giles, Marguerite Helms,
State athlete send when quizzed bert Lax and Frankling BlankenDOG LOST-Setter, white with
Robert Hopkins, Jack Hamrick,
of s
about his opponents. Neither
valuablehip
returned for another year.
black head, a white streak down
these two ball clubs lest_
had planned to be buried in face, black spot on back, Named Ned Brooks, Will Ed Lassiter. Joe
seradnation_
T'hen.
too.
,Reids
-Mete nv
Fuzzene NOseata
_the -Bement rernetery but our "Boogy". R-mearee" for return eer -Colson, Wanda
land will be no set-up for anyone.
space, by mis- information. Call 470 or 532-J. King, Ted Lemons, Rely Mahan,
The Purchase Conference title*Charlie Waterfield.
lp Bill Pogue, Castle Parker, John
holders have seven league games
take, has been
-scheduled at present. but expect
"taken up". Now LAND .FOR SALE--13 acres 3 1-4 Futrell, Billy Joe Saunders, Jean
dates with Hickman and
I have decided mi. northeast of Murray, on gravel Ryan, Paul Thurman,' W. L. Polly.
of the merchandise sepossibly Pilot Oak before the menu
No improvements. $225. Jimmie
to be buried in road.
Robertson, Joe
Benton
is complete. Needless te say Thuror the amount of
Antioch_
e m e- Large lot and 5-room house in
man is quite thankful that he isn't
Carter, and Fred Shackleford.
tery.
The best Dexter. $600. L. F. Parker, Murservice•rendered, the
glaring Murray Right-his year,
-Murray High Tiger
route from Mur- ray Route 3.
lp
, The Colts team Will be built
same thoa.thtful care
ray is to take
around eery Gene Graham. Richblack top No. 121 NOTICE-In regard to a note of
and atention is given.
ard _Armstrong. and Joe Robinson
through
Cold- $35.00 held .against me by Mrs.
all letternien of the past two seaEp. P. Phillips to E. P. Phillips
water
to
Graves
rons. Thurman hasn't the slightest
We aim le render a
county line, then deceased. Has been paid long
, idea who well get the other' two
ago and he gave a, receipt for
take first
left
superior service comjobs, much less the- five other suits
hand road due same. With best wishes for Mrs.
, that go to the reserves. He's got
plete in every detail.
South to Bazzel Phillips. I beg to remain, Noah
s- ixteen boys with more willingness
lp
and next right McDaniel.
That fact always rethan ability to pick from, and will
hand road to --se-have -to decide pretty etun.
I Do Hemstitching at 5c per yard.
mains the same with ws.
Outeirielude john tNanney, Antioch. The Brown's Grove road
Also covered buttons of all ki,nds
Gordon Cook, editor of the Voll.W. D. .A.glamse.Chaems:•Clark. John is crooked, yes. and rough.
• and sewing. Miss Dona Padgett untary
and Co-operative Groups
letter
from daughter Hattie National Stores.
,
Mel
Lovett.
Richard
Hood.
MarSincerely,
N14c Magazine,
a publication speaking
Pickels
of San Antonio. Tex., reyin Harris, J..,11. Theobold,, Richard
for
independent
food store operaports
a
wet
rainy spell which MRS. 13. F. SCHERFFIUS WILL
Gtiolson, Joe Windsor, Albert Wat'
Cene Moore. EVerett Davidson. reached her Sunday night. Novem- aerain be the representative in tors _buying co-operatively. de- .
J. H. Churchill
Edward Boggess. Dave Vance. John- ber 10.
First time the ground Murray for Realeggm Hosiery and clares in the November, 1940, issue
Funeral Home
ry Pat Boyd. and Ben Trevathan. has been too wet to plow out will handle a standard line and that "the great Majority of the
Thurman -considers himself quite Stella way since last June .1_6. Now - also gifts for Christmas.
Telephone 7
lc sponsoring leaders of independoptimistic -if he thinks that he will we have water aplenty and don't FOR
SALE or. RENT-5-room ent grocers in Group -formation
Marra, ley.
t.) win five games this sea- you forget it, my gentle Anna house. Aiso cars Phone 596J tic oppose the position ofttrie-National
Roonm
Retail Grocers Association on chain
She csied "Go"! They
,tayed so long she cried to come NOTICE MR. HOME OWNER-If store taxes."
you have a new house or an old
back home.
His full comment is as follows:
"The Association_ is committed to
Edith Bradford, Hazel Buford' one and want Evergreens, Shrubs.
and two other ladies of Jehovales Roses or Shade Trees, why not let the effort of taxing competition out
Witnesses were out Stella way last a disabled World War Veteran of business. We have contsantly
week selling Judge Rutherford's plant them for you and save you felt that the s000ner the Associa• books-Christ,-Jesus entered into money. I served oversee with tion takes this effort oft its agenda
is temple in 1918, which fulfilled 3rd U. S Div. A. E. Barnett. 301 the better it will be for the VolunInlee taries and Cooperatives and other
- the Gentile probation is how I S. 8th St. Phone 142.
•
independent grocery distributors.
1.:nderstood Judge Rutherford in
FINE SELECTION of Baldwin
'he Watch Tower.
-The reeolution to tax the chains
pianos and other makes
Used
A preacher-man and three ladies
does not reflect the thinking,. of
45c
SUGAR. 10_ Ihs.
manes from $20.00 up McLaughheld religious services in the cortfie leaders of live indep-indent grolin and Smiley, 618 Broadway,
ORANGES, 288 Size, Each
c
eer, of the court house yard over
cers in the Voluntary and CoopePaducah, Kentucky.
N28c
rative
Groups field. It is very
'loud speaker". I listened in just
FLOUR. Red Rose. 24 lb. Bag
55c
too-late for the collection. I 'had FOR RENT-Store _and. dwelling- doubtful-ire the resolution reflects
SALT, SODA, POTTED MEAT, 3 for
10c
left my pocketbook at home re- house, with garage and cream the 'sentiment of a majority of
JELL-O. All Flavors, Box
posing on the mantle.
Sc
station. Also large garden. See thlitletengenbers of the Association.
A few years ago the sensational Mrs. W. C. Dunn, Route 2, Mur- We cannot speak with any authorEVAPORATED PEACHES, Nice, 3 lbs
25c
- evangelists started the plan • of ray, Ky.
tic ity as to the feeling of the majority of these retailers; but we can
MARSHMALLOWS, 1 lb. Package
giving a "tenth" every week which
10c
STREAMLINI7.^..
1939
: left me sucking cider through a
WRECKER speak with authority as to the feelSALT, 100 lbs, Ohio River
90c
1 straw.
SERVICE. New equipment. 24. ing of the great majority of the
WASH BOARDS. Each
I noted on page 1 -of the paper hour, fast. dependable Wrecker sponsoring loaders of independent
35c and 45c
' how "Tornado takes - Tigers 53-12". Service_ Charges reasonable Day grocers in Group formation, and
WASH TUBS, No. 2 Size
80c
Yes the tornado is 'a violent temp- phone 97; Night phone 543-W. this covers With jobber-sponsored
MEAL, Bushel
40c
10 lb. Bag, .. 19c
.esesor wind" and a tiger is "a large Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales Groups and retailer-owned Groups.
, ferocious wild animal". says WebThis effort standing on the agenda
CRANBERRIES, lb.
and Service.
22c
If
.ter. I've done told you 500 times
of this organization is a distinct
CRACKERS, 2 lb. Box
. 12c
threat
to all independent grocery
that's beyond my comprehension. NOTICE - All parties holding
! But every body to .their own. no- claims against the estate of T. A. Group organizations and a particuPEANUT BUTTER, Quart
19c
tion as the old maid said when -Thomas, deceased, will present lar threat to NROG because of
SALAD DRESSING, Quart
20c
she kissed the calf.
Now. -Bill, claims to us on or before Decem- its dominamteitze_eand position. No
I show '-Ole Eagle" the door, the ber 1, 1940. properly proven or one interesred in the independent
BROOMS. Priced from
25c to 45c
back deor.-"Ole Eagle"
'
be. forever barred from collecting grocery field can take - any posiAPPLES, Winesaps, Gallon
10c
same. Dated this Nov. 6 1940 tion other than that the monopolisMurray, the birthplace of Radio. Prentice
Thomas
Now Taking Orders for 5 lb. National Biscuit
and
Jeddie tic trende, of . the chain stores
Cathey, Executors of Will of T. A. should be curbed, but taxation is
Company FRUIT CAKE
$3.99
Thomas. Deed.
N14p not the proper method bme which
LIFE BUOY SOAP, 3 Bars and Nice Bowl .. 23c
to do this."
FOR RENT-Store and &Veiling
DEERWOOD SOAP, 4 Bars in deal ...
16c
with garage and cream station.
24-PHONES-25
Real friendship is a slow grower
Also large garden. See Mrs. W.
GRAPEFRUIT, 80 Size, 8 for
25c
C.
Dunn, Route s 2, Murray, Ky. and never thrives unless engrafted
Only One This 'Year
Sandwich Type VANILLA WAFER or
Located at Penny.
tic upon a stock of known and recipTHANKSGIVING - NOV. 21
FIG BAR Type COOKIES, 2 lbs. for
25c
rocal merit.-Lord Chesterfield.
FOR
RENT
or
SALE-New 5:room
There are no greater miracles
APPLE BUTTER, 2 Quart Jars
25c
White Raisins, lb. •
10c 'house with all modern eonveni- known to earth than perfection
COFFEE, Chase & Sanborn, lb.
23c
Bulletitsisins. 3,, lbs.
25e ences. Also Buick car for sale. and an unbroken friendship.-Mary
COFFEE, Our Special, lb.
10c
English Walnuts. lb
N14em Baker Eddy.
20C Phone 598-J.
CORN': TOMATOES or PORK and BEANS,
Piunpkinsi. 2,2 Size - Can
20c
2 Regular Size. Cans for
.
.....
15c
Pumpkins, half or whole. 6 lbs. Sc
e
SHORTS, 100 lb. Baz
•
$1.60
Grapes, lb.
ge
LARD CANS, New. Each
35c
Pink Grapefruit. 8 for
25c
STOVE,PIPE._2_ Jojats
__15c
ruiee-Pineappfe,
GLOVES, White Canvas, Pair
Cherries. Currants.
15e,
GLOVE5, grown Jersey, 2 Pairs .....
Citron & Lemon Pest
Mee
OTHEIVGLOVES at ,
.
25c and 50c pr.,
Cranberries, lb.
224
FLASHLIGHTS, Good Ones Each
69c
Heinz Plum. Fig and Date
•
FLASHLIGHT BATTERIES, Each
10e
Puddings. 15 ez:
&Se
NAPKINS, 120;Count, Pkg.
100
Small ("an
15e
IRISH POTAT,GES, 100 lb. Rag
$1.10
Sbelled Pecans. 1h. 55€:
lb." 15c
Fancy Washingtonlielicious
-4 MEAT DEPARTMENT -‘•-•
Apples. Large
3. for lee
4e;
Bill Butler, Meat Cutter
Shadier Size, Doz.
15c or 20e
SAUSAGE. 2 lbs.
25c
( heap Apples. Gal.
10e or 15€
SUGAR CURED BACON, lb.
15,c
lorida Oranges,.Doz. I2c, 15c, 20c
LARD, 2 lbs.
TT90
Bulk Lard. lb.
7' s
PORK CHOPS, lb.
19c
Score' 4 lb. _Carton
40(
PORK LIVER, 2 lbs.
17c
Pure' Lard, 4 lb. Carton
.
3.5c
PORK SHOULDER, Whole or Half, lb. .... 13',c
Snowdrift, I lb.'
.. lee
PORK SIDE, lb. .... 13c
2 lbs. for
7 lb. bucket 50c; 6 lb. bucket 16o
BOLOGNA. Whole or Half Roll, lb.
12'-c
anon Can Cherries
55r
KENTUCKY OYSTERS, lb.
10c
Silver Sweet Syrup, Gal.
MUTTON ROA_ST, lb.
8c
Cake Decorate,. Pkg.
,
10c
•
NECK BONES, lb.
8'c
Morton's Sausage Seasoning
.
We have been receiving 'collections on old accounts
ID oz. Can for 30 lbs. meat _ 25e
very nicely here lately
Some 1-av•-• asked for a
Morton's and Figaro Smoked
little more time. We 4_7 decided to wait for
Salt, 10' tbs.
another month.
Tender Quick, 2,, lbs. .
- Ss*e
Morton's Meat Gun,
FARMERS - ATTENTTON !- LOOK'!
Sleet Value for
A Cream Buying Station now open in cur -store.
OLEO. lb.
Ile
Bring us your cream. Highest Prices Paid!
BRING US YCUR EGGS!
Dressed Poultry
sliced Run
Country Sausage

SCIENCE GROUP
HAS 25 MEMBERS

Stella Gossip

Regardless
of the
Value. ..

DR. POGUE HEARD
BY MURRAY LIONS
College
Quartet, Under
Men's
Direction of Prof. L. R. Putnam,
Presents Several Numbers

expressed their sincere thanks to
the ,Murray' Lions for the opportunity of again attending school
and being able to study without
ill effects to their eyes.
Bryan Tolley introduced Ralph
Wear to the group as a new member of the club. Wear was named
publicity director of the Murray
organization.
Dr. Charles Hire, In Introducing
the guest speaker of the evening,
said members of the Murray Lions
club would feel the year incomplete without having hear Dr.
Pogue discuss the European war
situation.
Dr. Pogue, using certain historical highlights as seen in the
recent movie. "The Ramparts We
Watch," brought to the club situations of the last World War in
1916-17 and those of the war of
which, according to the
1040.
speaker, are in parallelism to date.
"Public sentiment toward Germany today," Pogue stated. "is
gradually reaching the near-frenzied peak of the days of 191618. It remains to be seen just what
course the people will chose. Will
it be peace or war?" the wellknown lecturer asked in concluds
ing his most interesting discourse.

The Murray Lions club in its
regular weekly meeting. Tuesday
evening. at the National Hotel,
heard Dr. F. C. Pogue, Murray
State College. discuss the European
war situation. The college men's
quartet, under the direction of
Prof. L. R. Putnam. presented several numbers which were well re•
ceived by the Lions.
The assembly, accompanied at
the piano by L. R. Putnam, sang
appropriate songs which were followed by the invocation by S. A.
Ruskjer. During the dinner hour
routine business was transacted.
Mrs. C. S. Lowry and Mrs. G. C.
Ashcreft. Members of the Training
School Mother's Club, spoke briefly on the proposed hot lunch project for the Training School and
asked cooperation from the club.
The matter was referred to the
Boys and Girls commune of the
group which will give a report of
its finding at an early date
Fred Shultz 'read letters from
children in the county who had
It was fine to get the new highbeen
greatly
benefited by the way finished before the rains as
club's Sight Conservation program. it would have been most impossThe children, recipients of glasses, ible for the school bus to travel

Taylor's Store News
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Highest Prices Always
FOR

CREAM

AT TOLLEY & CARSON'S
Where All The People Go !

We Buy Every Wednesday, Saturday
and Fourth Monday
PAUL GARGUS, Manager
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Prices Good Until
November 21st

Prompt Delivery

Swann's Grocery
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CARSON

Murray Food Market

Phone 12
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Independent Trade
Paper Opposes Tax
on Chain Companiesi

I

over part of the route.
Every body seemed to be proud
01 the new road, by the bountiful
dinner that was
prepared and
on
Providence
served
church
grounds.
have
Farmers
been gathering
corn and some few completed this
task before the rain.
Not so much sickpessett present.
Mrs. Frank Paschsa has. been ill
for "several days, an dis still no
better. We hope for lee a speedy
recovery.
'
George Windsor, South Howard
neighborhood. died Monday morning and burial was at' Sinking
Spring.
Mr:. Bonell Reaves who has bee
ill for severed days, visited
parents Mr. and Mrs. Porter
last week and left with her
husband Thursday morning for
Jackson, Tenn, where they will
make their home.
Mr. and Mrs. John Outland
visited with their son Nevil and
family in Paducah last week-end.
Well. Mn, and Mrs. Arthur Lassiter will surely be fortunate enough
to have some one to help Mare for
them in their old days .a&,,,they
have three new granddaughters, the
last one being the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Smotherman.
We hear Oct* Boyd has purchased the "Uncle John" Kemp
farm as every one arqund here
knows it by that name), We welcome you in our neighboehood.
Ocu s

Give Us Your
Poultry Orders Early!
Make it the Best Thanksgiving ever by getting the best foods.
We are stocked and ready with everything you need for a perfect feast from turkey to trimmings and priced to please every
thrifty housewife.

LARGE HEAD
LETTUCE
LB.
CRANBERRIES
NEW POTATOES & GREEN BEANS No, 2 Can 2
Per Can
PLUM & DATE
HEINZ PUDDING FIG,
PER LB.
LONG ISLAND DUCK
PER LB
ENGLISH WALNUTS
2 FOR
DATE NUT BREAD
2 iBS.
1c=1"D PINGDINGER COFFEE
LARGE BAG
SHELL MACARONI
PINT
FRESILGYSTERS
10 FOR
GRAPEFRUIT
12 FOR
ORANGES
2 DOZEN
BANANAS
2 LB. BOX FINE CHEESE
GINGER BREAD MIX
LB.
PORK SHOULDERS
KOSHER or PLAIN
6 FOR
DILL PICKLES
NO. 2v2 CAN
PUMPKIN
2 LARGE BARS
IVORY SOAP
QUART
TOPMOST WAD DRESSING
WILL PAY IN TRADE FOR EGGS

for

1

5
23c
250
35c
25c
19c
25c
25c
100
40c
25c
12c
25c
480
22c
13
25c
10
15
33
30

1.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY liVERK

More Than 200 Expected
Ohio Valley Conference
NOTED SPEAKERSlahcacsomfrpecilisaheendtivspevaikieter,
ON WORLD AFFAIRS
TO APPEAR HERE
College Students from Ohio,
West Va. and Kentucky
To Attend
LOCAL CITIZENS ARE
URGED TO ATTEND
The Ohio Valley Conference, of
the International Relations Clubs
of Kentucky. Ohio, and West Virginia. will take over on .the Murray campus starting tomorrow for
a two-day session.
.
.
.
Already many of the delegates
from the various college campuses
have started arriving, and the
numbtr of representatives should
exceed 200 by the time the opening
session gets underway tomorrow
morning, Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, who
Is in charge Of arrangements said
today.
Dr Pogue also urged all persons
in Murray or this section that are
interested in the recent developments in international politics to
attend some of these meetings to
hear the outstanding array of
speakers arranged for this occasion.
A special banquet tomorrow night
will give Murray citizens and students as well as delegates a chance
to meet the distinguished guests
personally and talk informally with
them. Reservations may be made
by getting in touch with Dr. Pogue,
or Shirley Castle, Student Organization jsrosident, who is assisting
in the arrangements.
Dr. Clyde Eagleton, professor of
international law at New York University,' is one- of the outstanding
speakers. anti with his wide experience in international affairs, should
deliver an 'recreating lecture. An

Dr.
d Enropt
g•leard
at present is the chairman of the
United States National Committee
on International Affairs. He has
also lectured extensively under the
Carnegie Endowment, which is the
sponsor of International Relations
Clubs throughout the Americas.
Dr. Josef L. Kunz, distinguished
international lawyer who recently
became a citizen- of the United
States, is also scheduled to appear
on the program Dr. Pogue said. At
present Dr. Kunz is a lecturer on
international law at Toledo Uni_
versity.
The last of the important personages to appear, but by no means
the least attractive is Miss Amy
Hemingway-'Jdnes, division assistant in the Carnegie Endowment
and in. charge of International Relations Clubs of America.
Student forums or'round-tables
will take up most of the time of
the delegates, -as extensive work
has been done by the delegates on
various subjects, in orde rto get a
better result out of the discussions.
Powers and Policies of the Orient,
The Western Hemisphere, Imperialism, and Democracy are the topics
chosen for the round-table discussions.

Parker Infant Dies
Diana Parker, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Burgess Parker. Jr, died
at 7 p. m., Friday. November 8,
at the Keys-Houston Clinic about
16 hours from birth. Brief funeral
services were held at 10 a. m. at
the City Cemetery with Reis. J.
H. Thurman in charge.
The child is survived by her
Mrs. Burgess
parents. Mr. and
Parker, Jr.. and her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Parker, Sr.,
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. G. B.
Hargrove. Mayfield.

Murray is birthplace

of Radio.

CAPIT

ADMISSION-10c and 16c

New County Board
Member

Pouring of Concrete Already
Underway on West End
'Near Five Points

'

•

MACEDONIA SCHOOL NEWS
By Mary Mitchell and
Lucille Simmons
We are starting the fifth month
of school,
party
We had a Hallowe'en
Thursday night, October 31. There
several
conwas a program and
tests were _ erijcsated. Those winning prizes were J. C. Williams,
Mary Elizabeth Mitchell, Betty
Jo Lax, Debris Lassiter, Raphael
Maynard, Jessie Williams.. Those
wearing the funniest costumes
were Eva Lois Lassiter and Kenneth Hatfield. Everyone present
had a nice time.
Those making the honor roll
are as follows:
First grade: Dorothy Lee Williams.
Second grade: Billy Williams.
Williams
grade: Lavern
Fifth
and Mary Elizabeth Mitchell.
Simgrade: Lucille
Seventh
mons.
Those who have been present
every day are Mary Mitchell, Lucille Simmons, E. H. SAMMORS,
and Betty Jo Lax.

A motion picture short subject
showing the amazing home-constructed newspaper press on which
James M. Thomas publishes the
Model (Tenn.) Star, will be shown
Saturday and Sunday at the Varsity Theatre.
Every part of the press is hand
made. The cylinder Is constructed
from an old porch column, while
the sliding part of the press operates on skate wheels and a part
of a buggy wheel.
The picture has been shown all
over the country in connection
with the Universal Film- series,
"Strange As It Seems". Copies of
the four page paper printed on
the preas are sent. all over the
world as souvenirs.

McCord Child
Dies Saturday
Netia June McCord, five month
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.
A. McCord, died Saturday night
at the home of her parents on
Pine Street. Death came as a result- of premature birth. Funeral
services_ were held from the First
Christian Church Sanday afternoon
at 3'clock with the Rev. A. .
Havens in charge: Interment w
in the City Cemetery..
The infant is survived by her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. A. McCord; her grandparents. Mrs. Fred
Burton, Murrayasand Mr. and Mrs.
McCord, Christian' County: her
great grandmother, Mrs. William
Baileys Murray; and one sister
and three brothers.
It pays to read our Classifieds.

VARSITY

Murray Band, Legionnaires
Stage Parade in Morning
Around Square
HALL HOOD IS
PRINCIPAL SPEAKER
a
Armistice Day in Murray was
celebrated quietly but resolutely
Monday. as a brisk chilly wind
whipped the flags lining the court'
square.
Only banks and the post office
obserVed the holiday by closing
their doors, as the fall term of circuit court got underway.
A parade including the colors,
the Murray High School band
and Legionnaires took over near
eleven o'clock. After the parade
The group gathered to hear the
Ron. R. Hall Hood. a Legionnaire
and prominent Murray attorney
speak on "Americanism".
The local theatre, as its part in
the Armistice program, ran its entire subject on this theme—featuring the "Ramparts We Watch",
a March of Time, and a Red Cross
short subject. The annual Red Cross Roll Call,
under local leaders, was also started Monday.
pervaded
calm
outward
An
through the entire day in Murray.
ANNOUNCEMENT.
The Rev. K. G. Dunn announces
that the Rev. Luther E. Shafer
Pleasant
preach at South
will
Grove Methodist Church, Sunday,
November 17, at 11 o'clock. The
public is cordially invited to attend.
NIGHTS - SUNDAYS - HOLIDAYS
10c
Children
30c
Balcony (tax included)
36c
Lower Floor (tax included)

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
SOGLOW'S PORTRAIT OF A MAN
WHO HAS JUST MADE A GREAT
LAUGH HIT — — AND KNOWS IT I

FIRE TAKES FUN
FROM HOLIDA
More Than 1.000 Persons Annually
Lose Lives From Flames
During Christmas

HE'S HEADIN' INTO HIS MOST
EXCITING ADVENTURE!

MA&
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from the game with an Injured
ankle.
Murray's final touchdown came
on a beautiful 30-yard heave from
Art Belson to Harold Gish, who
ran seven yards with four men
trying to grab him down. Perkins' kick was good again.
The Tennesseans had lost but
two games previous to this licking—only one in the SIAA. and
will play Ole Miss this week.
Murray's band in a tribute to its
alumni, did a weather vane formation, and at the half saluted the
rui rounding states, and ended by
forming a giant map of Kentucky.

TODAY AND FRIDAY

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

Mary,CARLISLE
*Douglass pUMBRILLE
PALS °F 1111 GOLDEN WEST

last quarter as Murray ran up a

TURKEY TALK IS
IN THE MR AGAIN

JOHN M. STAHL

TM$11WE

Too much Murray power was
released in the last half of the
Homecoming game here last Saturday for West Te..nessee Teachers to cope with. and the Tutors
fell over from exhaustion in the

35-6 score.
SHOULD BE FINISHED
The Tutors played the Racers on
BY FIRST OF THE YEAR .nearly
even terms for two guarers. but tired rapidly in the third
Murray perad, and the fourth were merely
One of the last few
"motorists headaches" — Chestnut out on the. field, as Murray reStreet. from North Fourth at Out- serves delighted a Homecoming
land's Factory to North •Sixteenth crowd immensly.
at Five Points, is fast undergoing
Murray scored early in the ball
a face-lifting and by the first of
with Inman carrying the
January, it should be ready for game,
Lee and LaBonte had
the heavy traffic it will undoubt- ball over.
aided Inman in bringing the ball
edly get when finished.
to the 3-yard line. Speth's kick
Workers are laboring night and. was good.
day in an effort to get The Egad
Late in the second period, PresConcreted before the weather 'beton Watts uncorked a long pass
comes too bad to work further.
to Hindsman, and the Memphis
,Barring bad weather, officials est.1
end went over jpi' the tying touch mate that the project may be com'down, but Cilhoures kick was
pleted by the first of January.
bloeked.
it,
finished
is
street
this
When
Murray's second touchdown came
should greatly aid the congested late in the third period, with Intraffic in downtown Murray, as man again going over, after Carl
all the through traffic on the May- Steffins had set up the score with
field Highway will be directed an end-around play that carried to
down Chestnut Street, instead of the 2-yard line. Speth kicked the
through town, while the heavy extra point.
traffic on the Paris Highway may
Early in the fourth quarter,
LEE DONELSON
now find a better way toward Ferrara scored for Murray, after
Pictured above is Lee Donelson, Paducah, by coming through at a pass from Nanney to Salmons
Dexter, who November 7, was Twelfth Street until it intersects to McGarvey had netted 47 yards
elected to the Calloway County with Chestnut Street.
to the 2-yard stripe. The junior
At the present time, plans are fullback
Board of Education. succeeding E.
extra
also kicked the
B. Adams. Kirksey, who was chair- seriously being considered to do point.
something about the condition of
man of the board.
The Racers stormed touchdown
Donelson, long an outstanding Olive Boulevard—the last remain- territory later, when Nanney on
but suns of 7, 44. 3, and 5 yards carCalloway citizen and well-known ing traffic menace ip Murray,
a plan ried the ball across for the touchthroughout Western Kentucky. re- it is rather difficult to get
say. down. Bob Perkins _kicked the
CeiVeil 63 more votes than did his mapped out city officials
opponent who is now serving his Olive Boulevard is not in the extra point, as Nanney was forced
Mr. corporate limits, and the road is
seventh year on the board.
sysDonelson wishes to thank his many also. not -on the state primary
AFTERNOONS
friends for their support during tem.
realso
is
Street
North Seventh
his campaign, and added that he
10c
Children
and
concrete,
of
coat
a
ceiving
wishes to fulfill the wishes of the
21c
Balcony (tax included)
this
have
to
hope
workers
"WPA
entire Fourth District, and wel30c
street in good shape before too Lower Floor (tax included)
comes any suggestions.
long.
Throughout the past two years.
the Chamber of Commerce of
Murray faithfully and untiringly
led a fight for better streets, and
most of the improvement made is
'BOA= Tamp amid
due to a wide-awake city board
trrelv• ha ,wree
plus the co-operating Chamber of
enenergetical,
Commerce, under
Thanksgiving In State Due To Be thusiastic, and ingenious Elmus
s Held In One Week,
Beale, local group secretary.
November 21
'
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$1.50
$2.00

J. M. Thomas' Home PARADE, SPEECHES
Murray Power Too Much For West
STREET
CHESTNUT
Made Press Will Be
For
Tennessee Score 35-6 Saturday Shown
At Varsity MARK ARMISTICE
PROJECT GOES AT
Here FULL SPEED NOW
DAY IN MURRAY

With Thanksgiving in two-triirds
of the nation, including Kentucky,
tarily one-week—offs-most thoughtscenter on the traditional turkey
dinner that graces the tables of so
many American homes.
Therefore, the best method of
preparing turkeys. as advised by
-1 Lucy Alexander, U. S. Department
HUMAN ADVENTURE
of Agriculture expert, is of special
.interest.
Says Miss Alexander: "A moderate oven, a shallow, uncovered
pan. and a rack are all the properties needed for success in roasting young turkey. the modern
way".
Miss Alexander advises roasting
with
the turkey in an uncovered pan,
ADOLPHE MENJOD ANDREA LEEDS
because then any steam that is
EDGAR BERGEN and 'CHARLIE McCARTHY. formed in cooking is not closed
in the roaster to draw the juices.
GEORGE MURPHY
There should be a rack in the pan
A NEW IIIITEISAL PICTIIIE
to keep the bird from sticking and
allow -the hot air to circulate
Production , to
A
under the turkey, and cook it
evenly.
Any pan is suitable for roasting
if it is shallow and. if it is big
enough for the turkey. A shallow
pan works best because in it the
HEAR
air circulates underthe bird more
rapidly than in a deep pan. To
GENE
SING
keep the meat juicy, do not add
POnOcits!'on
water in the cooking to form exM00,1,
tra steam. Keep the oven temperecce‘,
p
OId
ature moderate all through the
Armed with a song and a sixroasting so the, turkey win be
tender and evcly cooked when
" Sri,.,,-.
gun... ready to sing or shoot
done.
his way through out•
Roast medium sized turkeys at
about 300 degrees F, for from three
law ambush ...
to four hours. Very large turkeys,
over 18 pounds in weight, need to
1.be roasted froras 6 to 8 hours. at
from 250 to 275 degrees F.
- --To makes-sure -of-even cooking,
turn the turkey from side to side
and "Gee it breast up about onethird of the time. At each turning. baste with fat. Small and
medium-sized turkeys need to be
turned about every half hour to
three-quarters of an hour. larger
turkeys less .frequently.

SMILEY BURNETTE

s""" Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere in
the State of Kentucky,
a year to any address
other than above.
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TODAY AND FRIDAY

ENE UTRYvid

$1.1-1fi a year in caitoway,

Should America's fatality tell
from burns this December equal
that of previous years, more than
1.000 persons, or more than in any
other month of the year, will be
burned to death in the Christmas
weeks.
Four-fifths of the fatalities, in
previous years, have occurred in
home all over the nation.
According to a bulletin issued
by the National Conservation Bureau, the Christmas month may be
safe without detracting in any degree from its enjoyment. Many
families who guard againat the
hazard of tinder-dry _Christmas
trees fail to observe other: less alas
parent, fire precautions. Here are
some safety suggestions which may
help this December:
1—Cartons and wrappings from
packages should be disposed of
immediately, and not be allowed
to callect.around the house. Those
not immediately dispoted of should
be stored in a safe place.
2—In selecting toys for young
children, avoid gifts having fire
or explosive hazards. .
3—Tree will not dry out so rapidly, and will preserve a freabeasapa
—riearance, if places in stands pro•
vided with water basins.
4—Be sure the lights on the trees
are safe. If the lights are old examine them before using_ for any
defects. Don't go out Of the house
.
and leave the lights burning.
5—Dead Christmas trees should ,
not be kept in the house after the .
holiday season; remove them to a ;
safe place and burn.
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The great American motion picture! . . .
written for the screen by LOUIS BROMFIELD
TYRONE
LINDA

POWER •

T47 E

DARNELL

BRIAN DONLESS • JANE DAMSELS • JOHN CARAADINE
MARY ASTOR• VINCENT San•SEAN ROGERS• ANN TODD
and

DEAN JAGGER
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SATURDAY ONLY
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NO KILLER COULD ESCAPE THE
DREAD DRAGNET OF MEN SWORN

John Payne
Lionel
Twentieth
Atwill
Cemury-Foh

Baxter •

Picture

TO VENGEANCE!

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

1

MGM Ine SONGS!

ROMANCE!

w.th FLORENCE RICE
•
Bartle Mac LANE • Brice BENNETT
Ploy
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by

Robert

;AM.fS
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A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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CHURCH OF CHRIST

The meeting is Progressing nicely.
Brotlibr Pullias has been doing
some :very fine preaching along
fundamental lines. He is a profound believer in the inspiration
in
Murray State's Yearlings, still and sufficiency of the Scriptures
and
seeking for a win over someone, al Ithings pertaininga-to life
if a
close their season tomorrow in Godliness. He thinks..-that
Bowling Green, playing the junior thing is not taught of God it is not
insofar
time,
or
effort
Hilltoppess in the usual pre-varsity worth ,ones'
as pleasing Go dis concerned. Broskirmish.
The Yearlings were tied by Pen- ther Pullias Is a man of great depth
sacola. Fla., Naval Academy, a of thought and wisdom. God seems
team jhat decisively defeated Aus- to have showeted his choicest blesstin Peas.. the Western varsity's op- ings on' him in the way of underponent this week. and lost a heart- standing and speak-trig ability. His
breaker to Southwestern's Bob- preaching is. such as to thrill the
heart of every spiritually minded
cats l4-13..
The junior 'Toppers, who are auditor. .
We appreciate the visitors wit •
coached by Arnold, Winkenhofer,
took Tennessee Tech's Frush 344. have had so far and extend a most
as Vic Rucker, former Ashland hearty iavitation to the public.
C. L. Francis, Minister
High star and a recent recruit
from William & Mary, did more
CHURCH
PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST
than his share of ball-playing.
First Presbyterian Church, 16th
and Main. Sunday School at 10:00
There are now 550 junior col- a. m; Sunday-school classes for all
leges in U. S.
ages Morning worship, MOO a m

Re,
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GREAT LOVER RETURNS

Some Early History
By

Treon Experiment
Results

JOUN WRIGHT HOLSAPPLE

ih "
Orre

Year, One Cow"

Boyd Champion, 4-H

Club Member of

Club His record book for this project
Champion, 4-H
Boyd
member of New Concord com- shows that the average yield for
.
munity, has turned in his record the hybrid corn was 24 be.
books for 1940. giving his tsory of acre and that the native corn only
bushels.
19
Thus,
made
was
again
his dairy calf project which
denamatrating Body's interest in
started last December.
to
go
along
corn
better
with
imBoyd purchased two Jersey heifers
proved live shoe*.
from the calves imported from* W.
L. Gore and Sons of Hopkinsville.
at total cost of $115.00. Those two
heifers have returned him in the
John C. Breckenridge Lis,iter,
year $117.00, above feed cost,and son of Joseph and Elizabeth
heifers Hodges Lassiter was born
Both
expenses.
other
August
brought heifer calves, which are 21, 1864.
included in the income even
He was married to Anna Wells1
,
though they are still in Boyd's
1886.
Departed this
• Janu. 14,
possession.
Mu;
age
76 years, 1
life Oct. 18,
This is Boyd's first experience month and 27 days.'
with registered or pure bred dairy
This union was blessed with 4
cattle, and it is a fine record that
suns. Rupert. Joe and Jesse Wells
Ise -has made his first _year,. dairy
LaSsiter and one died inearitancy.— officials state. To date his herd
He was one of a family- isf ten
consists of the two original heifers
children, of which one sister, sere
and twooyouling heifers, all regThornton, and une brother,
isTeleaawhicE-Ifves him a founda- Ella
Burnett Lassiter, survive,
tion for a real dairy business in
He professed faith in Christ and
the future.
Missionary Baptist
To finance this project Boyd had joined the
to borrow the money and through Church at Cherry Corner when a
his county agent made arrange- young man. He was faithful and
ments with Production Credit As- loyal to his church and the cause.
sociation of Mayfield, and during , He was a men of gentle, sympathe year from-milk, checks and thetic and submissive spirit. As
winnings at the Cou'illy - Fair, Boyd a father and susband he was kind
has paid obligations in full rued and true. In his public work
now has his herd free of indebt- and life he was honorable and
edness. Boyd }vent at this in a courteuus.
In his going he leave, his wife,
business like manner and has succeeded in doing an excelle.ht jets, e eons and their wives, 4 grandsons; 2 granddaughtene 1 grandCounty Agent Cochran said.
Realizing Oat his cows had to daughter-in-law, 1 sister, 1 brothhave corn and feed, he also took er, severaf nieces and nephews
the 4-H Club -Corn Project, and and many relatives and Mende
While we feel that we have susgrew 1-2 acre of hybrid corn and
another 1-2 acre of corn they have tained a great loss, indeed, we bealways grown on the home place. lieve our loss is- hie gain.

Ray Treon purchased a regisOne of the early roads of CalPublisher
toeed Jersey cuw for $65.00 last of
loway county ran from Concord
News Editor to Wadesboro. The
September
1939, and milked her
latter town
for a Period of 303 days, or ten
grew from a settlement made by
Entered at the Postoffice, Murray, Kentucky, as second clams mail matter.
months, which is as long as a
Banneste'r 'Wade whose names was
cow should be milked if she is
Subscription Rates.-In First Congressional District and Henry and given to the creek and the townto freshen once each year.
Wadeeboro.
Stewart Counties, Tenn, $1.(K) a year; Kentucky, $1.50: Elsewhere $2.00. Wadc's- Creek and
Wade made it a permanent settleMr. Treon had to byy all the
, ment on West Fork in 1820. Samuel
feed that this cow ate, since she
Watson settled in that community
was kept on a town lot which was
MEMBER
about the same time. Soon came
two-thirds of an acre and afforded
William
Smith,
William
no
Derring-•
pasture except during titie
EMI
ton. William Chester, William
months of April, May and Jude.
Sutherland. William McElrath. WilDuring the year the feed cost
liam Curd, William Jones, William
$85.06.
Mr. Treon weighed the
ete
Edwards, Witham McWade, Willmilk, even though it was used by
tiff
Will011C4
iam Easley and possibly..other
the family, and figured the price
iams. Moste of these, whose cog-t
as though it was sold at the milk
. Advertising karat •and•-Information about Callcialit CotiheY market nomens were William were called
plant at- regular route price, which
furnished upon application.
"Billy" or plain Bill. I heard of
ranged from 34c to 37 for the
We reserve the right to reject any advertising, letters to the Editor.-.one Bill
Goat who ' married a
year. The income from milk was
or Public Voice items, which in our opinion is not for the best interest
wunieui whose given name was
$142.84 which has this cow producof our readers.
Nannie. Their names got into the
ing in a year an income above feed
papers as Billy Goat and Nannie
-cost of $57.78, which lacked $7.22
Goat.
paying for the cow the first year.
This record does not take in the
_Wadesboro wes near the center
value of the calf or mantle.
The reading of an editorial appearing in a recent issue of the of the county. A land office with
On an average farm where most
Courier-Juurnal entitled "The Time to purify Local Politicsa,brings us Edmund Curd as receiver was
ed the feed is pruduced, Mr. Treon
, --a
to grips with a vital - problem. Calloway County-Murray least of all, opened there by legislative enactment in 1822, and Wadesbore soon You're right! It's John Barrymore
said,
the cost of feeding would
. madder, stilder and funnier than
has not been greatly affected by the Hatch Act: designed to eliminate became- the leading town in all
be materially decreased, thus: a
ehich
before
Great
Profile,"
preview
ever
in
"The
audiences
have
already
slush funds, assessment of public employees, and corrupt chae machines, that -section. It was the county
good cow cared for in the right
but there has been slight repercussions in our oemmunity now that the seat until Marshall county was or- tabbed as the laugh riot of the year. Barrymore's latest starring picture way will make an excellent income
this
took
ganized in 1842. When
for 20th Century -Foe has its local premiere on Tuesday and Wednesday on any farm.
election 'is over.
place it left part of Wadesboro. at the Varsity Theatre,
The bond issue was voted In overwhelmingly. This newspaper is the county seat, in each county. It
proud to shout to the housetops that we championedits cause-that is-as Severer inentlis-before the nee)
county seat was located at MurCalling to worshippers on the Day
parks and playgrounds and a system of 'organized play is needed in
ray. When it was located it was
of Days,
Murray. One without politics, or one without personal designs or gains. named in honor of John L. MurA country choir, and fresh young
seca
leading
lawyer
of
that
voices singing;
- Soon Mayor George Hart will announCe his Park or Playground ray
Contributions to this column
tion who later went. to
My heart lifts up in grateful song
Commission, and this group will designate a locality for the playground,
upon topics of interest are alcommissioners who effected.4
Congres.Th
of
praise."
Ways welcome. They do net
and then start the building of it.
permanent organization of the
necessarily express the views
Miss
Pernie Mae Simmons of
newspaper.
Let's not let any petty injustices come Into this-it's all being done county of. Calloway were Andrew
of this
Bell, Arthur H. Davis. Thomas Hill,
Murray was the week-end guest
for the future citizens of Murray. A few of you voted against the issue. Themes 'Copeland. William Short,
If her parents Mr. and Mrs. JohnIt was your privilege. but that will noheprevent your chifaren from Bariester Wade, William Rowlett, WHO OWNS THE COURTHOUSE" nie Simmons and chiklien, Mary
Lindsay Martin, John Hodge and
enjoying the advantagesof the program:
Thl% is one building in the citY Lucille and E. H. of Macedonia.
George Tucker. These constituted
Bro. Robert Hart, Dave McClure,
Maybe you had a good reason for voting "NO" . .. But by the vote the first county court with William of Murray that every taxpayer, in
there Evidently was a greater number who had reasons for voting Curd as clerk. 'The first Sheriff Calloway County has an interest Mrs. Lula hlichaux and son Billy
in. This building belongs to all Max. Mrs. Pearl Williams and Rudy
e
"Yes" ,'..The point is this: the entire program is going to depend upon eappoinleclbY__G9.1""
e e Ad") was
William Duncan. The court house of us. The condition of this build- Hendon were in Murray on busithe loyal co-operation of every Murray citizen.
erected was a temporary structure, ing depends to a-large extent upon ness Wednesday. .
Kentucky Belle and family were
We're proud of a city administration that is free from graft. corrup- but in 1830-31 they erected a brick how we care for it. This buildhas recently been decorated in Hazel Saturday.
•
tion, or onelecho would get a lot of fun handling funds earmarked -for --one. which -was two. storiea high ing
both
inside
and
out.
We
are
sponBob Allbritten, Johnnie Simthe children's 'benefit. Murray citizens are free from any-machine- and thirty-six feet square. It con- soring a campaign to_keep it loot.
mans
and
ton E. H., were in Hazel
tained a court room and the usual
controlled group that can put its finger down and say 'We want this offices for county officers. The ing clean. All the Gots are beidg Sunday.
park built here". or "Bey all your supplies from such-and-such a house first term of court held therein scrubbed and cleaned. Signs are
Hattene Lewis, Cleve Lax, Mr.
spitting on and Mrs. Johnnie Simmons and
was in 1831. This court house was being posted regarding
•
. as they will give me a rake-off or rebate".
floors.
childeen were in Hatel,....and Murused as a place of public worship the
With this in mind Murray citizens have tenstantly kept a loso:1 and before any churches were built,
Spitting
spreads- diseases
of ray Wednesday merninge "Tharing
many
kinds.
It
also
makes
the the afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Johnefficient city board in control Should any eraft or corruption creep Judge James Calloway. was the
first to hold Circuit Court there. walls arid floors very filthy. This Me Simmons and children Pernie
into any df the city's dealings-then it's time to clean house.
nuisance
can
only
be
eliminated
Mae,' Mary- Lucille and E. H., and
John Bearden and Reuben RowWe're not like a lot of Kentucky's towns-absolutely controlled by land were asscasiate judges. Ben- by all persons cooperating to- Mr. Rhodes were in Aimo on busitine man or one group-but ours is a rich and thriving heritagc--frem jamin
Patterson . and
James gether. Please help us reduce this ness.
Mr. Rhodes and some of his
every citizen in Murray comes thanks for a City Administratiche that Breathitt ,. were admitted to the public health problem and rauiMURRAY, KENTUCKY
-efnee. Remember these_ ar'e--- your friends of Murray, were business
bar.
has enabled Murray to go fee-ward •-.n leaps' and te.utle..
floors and your building.
Yoe visitors of Johnnie Simmons, of
The county had been carved out wouldn't spit on your fluor in youi•
Macedonia, Friday afternoon.
of Hickman and named for Col. own home, str'help us
FINNEY FARM
"
keep yoke
Cleve Lax weeps' visitor in KirkRichard M. Calloway' a noted law- Courthouse flowlooking its very sey Wednesday.
yer. It embraced all of Marshall best.
Johnny Moody was at Perry's
'Competition is perhaps more intense in the retail business than in and parts of Caldwell and LivingsThere are already black scratches Store Saturday morning.
ton. Land was put on the market
any - other field: Monopoly in retailing died 'with the old-fashioned at $1.25 an acre for the best
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Williams
and and foot-prints on the newly cleansmall-town "general store" which was the only store in its community, twelve and one-half cents for the ed walls. We are sure that these of near New Providence, moved
things were • done thoughtlessly, to near Frog Creek on the farm of
and which you bad to patronize whether you liked it or not. Today keen poorest.
but nevertheless it makes the Bob Allbritten, Friday,
. The -new court house was furn- wails look . had.
competition exists in 'all branches of retailing.
Mrs. Mary Wisehart - of Macejudges' bench three
ished
with-"A
- Thetiggestetienenotary is the comer 'Who is trying to get the feet high, three feet wide and
•Will all persons cooperate w ith donia„,was the guest of Mrs. Rainey
your
Lovin.s,
of New Concord, Tuesday.
jailor.
janitors,
and
the
most' for his money, and to get the quakty he is paying for. A first-class twelve feet Iong. one large be
Mee Louisa Mitchell and daughHealth Depaitrnent to make year
' example of this is a new policy put into effect by one of the country's for the jury, and one seat for the
use of the council." Public roads building the pride of Murray eed ter, Mary of Macedonia, was the
largest food chains,
guest of-the former's sister, Mrs.'
were -opened to Wadesburo from Calluway County?
Wiley Young and Mr. _Young, New
This chain's newspaper advertisihg to the buyer-in specific cities, all directions. A ferry was estabCAL-LOWAY COUNTY
Concord, Tuesday,
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
says: Purchase and cook, any cut of .meat. Judge it for tenderness. lished at Clerk's river on the road
Bob Allbritten and Bob Williams
juiciness. flavor or anything else. If for any reason at all you are dis- to the Tennessee. Wadesboto was
visited in New Concord Sunday
a good sized town when Paducah
(b)
appointed, simply write your, name and address on-a piece of paper, was _incorporated as a village in
robrning.
'
Cedar Knob News
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Shoemaker
attach d to your teat register receipt .for,your purchase and return it 1830. The vahole Jackson's Purare the parents of a son, born Nochase was coming tried note. By
to the-store. Your mosey will be refunded in full.
I love November because it Sets eettsber 4.
the way Gov. Isaac Shelby of Ken- the world a fashion -in gay
happens
to
cel
chain
system,
which
. That is an example of how one
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Linn and
tucky and President Andrew Jack- and because it is
the month for daughter were the week-end guests
deal in foods. has .worked out a new idea for bettering its service to son of USA had bodght from the
garnering" hickory nuts, walnuts, of Mr. and Mrs. Mathis Mitchell
the people. All over the country other atoree chain and independent Indians all that terrier-lee It has and acruns; for searching among
of New Providence,
' •
alike, are constantly, doing the same thing. Many a retail executive and since been known as "Jackson's fallen leaves • for the' last red
Mr. and Mrs. Genneth 4Wisehart
Purchase."
Settlers had
been
store owner spends sleepless nights -figuring out ways -and means to flowing in via flat boats and wag- haws; fur seeing 'gangling tulle ye were the guests of Mr.. and Mrs.
lower ectts, to.improve displays, to make better use of advertising-to ons,from upper Kentucky. Tennes- fill out for Thanksgiving; for mak- Rainey Lovins, of New Concord,
ing 'sinunon, 'tater,. and locust beer Saturday night.
see, Virginia, The Carelinas, and for harvest
do any and all the things that will Make the lamely dollar go farther.
partiese.for cutting and
"Aunt Fannie" Wisehart was the
from
even
far
away
Pennsylvania,
Retail biteiness most go ahead today. Or die. It can't stand still, fer
piling wood high for winter nights; guest of her son, Pete Wisehart
(2) "J. H. JONES FARM"
Aiming
tiee
early
settlers
was
my
for grinding late apples Into golden and Mrs. Wisehart Sattarday
inertia leads swiltly to retrogression, Arid all America lives better awn Grandfather Holaspple
night.
of cider; for
s.
wringing tall beoomsage
as a result.
whose settlement between Concord for-winter brootho for digging soft,
-Kentucky Belle
and Wadeshoro I will speak in
smooth white mud from the ceolmy next letter.
banks of a stream foe my fireBattle of the-trnpire
, Wadesboro's fate has been more place; for filling the box with fat . The callow youth 'who hoots and I
tragfc• than has that of Concord.
The "Battle- of Britain" is ,at least temporarily slowing, in tempo. It has almost lots its identity. It 'possums; for picking and washink hoots and honks Tor his'younglady
"goobers" for winter nights; for,
Wiemigratery bird that nobody
: has begun. Starting point was Italy's in- i b,2gan its decline when Murray. stringing ears • of red and 'yellow
The *Mettle of the Empire'
Clerk
'
s- office
a
was
estaoilihed
but
reached
a
clivasion* of G'reece.
popcOrn to dry for filling barrels ought to 'want 'preatected.
max
after
the
rail
road
went
by
with golden new cane syrup; for
Whoeven controls Greece, its isittnds. and its many undeveloped sea
a few miles east and Dexter and
end naval- and .submarine bases, larg ay controls the Mediterranean- Herdm were established. " I' drove rising early to see the first white'
To be sold subject to the approval of the Comptroller of the Currency of the
killing
frosts.' It is 'the month to
MaiSsolize's "Mare noatrum." The Italian attack- ons-Greece is obviously into Wadesboro a, few years ago know that God loves country
United States and subject to confirmation by the Calloway Circuit Court as to
'DR. C.--C `KEMPER
designed as the first step in a carefully planned-Axis effort 'to destroy without recognizing it. I went in' people and pays us forthe days of
its Order dated April 15, 1940.
DENTIST
from
elle-,West-the ' old Mayfield labor given.' Fittingly is it the
Br-if:seas influence in that area. 'If that attempt should succeed, the
Mayfield, Kentucky
road. Paased the old Covington month in which we give ,thanks
TERMS: One half cash balance due in one and two years, drawing interest at
'AXi4 weeld have taken a long step toward - eventual- victory in the war. hotel and -down the'
(Next to J. C. Penney Co.)
hill East with- for His lavis hand. These things
6- from date of se.
Whether it will succeed is the . question now. Best answers seem out knowing where I was, nstup205
West
South
St.
Phone
I love.
.to be that it will fell. For one thing. the...Italians, as in The paste have I tied to enquire alb' way to 'Wades- "A ceueloy church bell rihgino..
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
_ ._
•
and ill- boo. The lady of wham I on_________-___
(mired looked aneme in disgust
Pursuant to authority of the Comptroller of lie Currency of the United States, the underItaly's
for
plenty
tough
eqUipped .Greeli army has made the going
, and said "Yuu passed-tt'-eight up
signed A. M. Anderson, as Receiver of The First National- Beni of Munlay, Murray, Kentucky, will
warriors. -Fez another thing. it looks now as if liteesia is none Ace; happy these • ier, the;--- hill.- Wadesboro- was
offer at public sale to the highest bidder or bidders for cash, at the Court Room of the (IsiloWay
the home ot such distinguished
about present Axis rour‘s, and may be preparing to pearst them.
County Court House, Murray. Kentucky, on Saturday-. November 30, Dm, at 11:00 o'clock A. 31..
:
is still the best navy in Europe, citizees and statesmen as John L.
Fera deed thing. the'Bratiste nicree
Mu ii- ey ,for whom the town of
(real estate sale of two (2) farms will take place at 11):00 A. M., same date and place) the remain- aval 'forces have steadfaitty avoided
a tremendous margin. Italianri
' MazasS%-avasehanied ,. Nathan .Bowing a'sets of the said The -First National Bank of Murray, Murray, Kentucky, consWing of bills
jog their English enemy, e'en when they had the advantage in IT."I::. Li'2-. Beyd , who was at one
receivable, judgments, overdrafts, and other chases in action, less such items as mil be paid or
.,e2 Speaker of the U.S. House of
number7iind size of shipS7 Amusing commentaryon this is found in a tio
otherwise disposed of prior to the salt date ofsale herein mentioned. A descriptive list of the
n a.k.ing the rounas -in London. Es-ery navy, the,eRelersseieativesi. anti others-Whose
story which hiss Leen :
ielorn our history, books.remaining assets so offered for sale may be Inspected by prospective purchasers at Ill Bank of
fZi“,:tf.'. drink! The English prefer gin, the rierro.
mos.
Tie_re were two churches there
Murray, Murray., Kentucky; (2) peoples I:Savings Bank. Murray. lienteeky: i3) Dees Bank. Hazel,
stick to pre since I b...gan to preach-Chi i wan
Kentucky; (4) Bank or Benton, Benton, Kentucky; 15) Bank of Mat-shall County, Benton, Kenand Baptist. I have preached Mere
eta -field, Kentucky; (71 Exchange Bank of Mayfield,
tucky; 161 The First National Bank of)Kenmyself.
tucky; during usual banking hours; and at the offices of A. M. Anderson, Receiver, at the Peoples
Savings Bare., Murray, Kentucky, and in the C itizens Savings Bank Building. Paducah, Kentucky.
Fiddler
'
s Contest
on all business days up to and including the date of the said sale beta ten the hours of 9:00 A. M.
and 3:30 P. M.
Planned for Lynn
,.
s,The Claridge is the only hotel in St. Louis with
According to law, said remaining assets cannot be sold otherwise that Without recourse and
Grove Turkey Day
tub, shower and circulating ice water in every
without svarranita- of any kind or character, and subject to the appetite' of the Comptroller of the
room. A superior hotel offering splendid acProfessor Huron "Boots" Jeffrey,
Currency of the Unitect.titate. If apprvoed, the sale %sill be consummated under the terms of the
commodations at ordinary hoi&T rates...Iwo
prim:lie-II of Lynn Grove High
grimiest Court Order dated April 15, 1940.
School.. announced this week, that
and one-hsq bloct(s from Union Station, con-sre generons tanning off- to.Turkey
venient to all points oi interest. The Marine
A. M. ANDERSON, RECEIVER,
Day festivities. Thursday, N,ovemPining Room — finest in town.
ber 21, whIth happens to .be
FREE
THE
Thanksgiving this year, _the Lynn
PARKING
Gore High Scheel will present an
35C-Rattl4S FROM $2.
•
CladaTurte 'Fiddler's Contest starting
7U8,SHO'NER ISND RUNNING ICE .WATER
,
all
7 o'clock.
Office: Peoples Savings Bank ,Building,
long and attraettve list of
Murray, Kentucky; and
cash and mercherulise prizes- are
420
West Jefferson Street,
reports
being offered, and Jeffrey
IcE CO? that a record number of 'musicians
Louisville, Kentucky.
end entertariera will participate in
— ,PHOU 64 — •
)he fit!',
It R. MELOAN
EDD MELLOW
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Concord, Successful in Dairy Calf Project

Obituary
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It's Time To Clean House

THE PUBLIC VOICE

Not Everylsody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!
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Saturday, November 30, 1940
At 10f00 A. M.

COURT ROOM OF THE CALLOWAY- COUNTY COURT HOUSE
located about six miles West of
01,"w7H,
Murray Teachers College on
State

Progress or Die

Murray-Mayfield Road,
Highway 121, consisting of approximately 255 acres of
farm land, improved with two separate dwellings and three
sets of barns and outbuildings. (Tracts described in Deed,
recorded June 29, 1938 in Deed Book 64--page 441-Court
Clerk's office. in Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky).
(a) Portion of farm area located North of Murray-Mayfield State Highway will first be offered to highest
bidder;
Portion of subject farrn*area located South of MurrayMayfield State Highway will then be offered to highest bidder;
(c) Then the two areas will be offered to the highest bidder; all of which will permit the area to be sold as two
distinct farms or as one farm, depending upon the high
bid.
located ten,miles West of Murray,
Kentucky, and two miles Southwest of Coldwater; consisting of approximately 40 acres of farm land, improved with
excellent five room house, and outbuildings. (Tract described in Deed, recorded February 20, 1940 in Deed Book
67-page 172-'Court
in Calloway County,
Murray, Kentucky).
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The Man Who Chased the Tough Men MHS GLEE CLUB
From Oklahoma Is A Calloway Native HEARD IN CHAPEL
Col.E.D.Nix Cleaned
Up Territory For
Settlement

entirely unprotected by legal authorlty.
This territory, with its mountain
fastness hiding places and its rolling prairies, became the haven of
outlaws and fugitives from justice.
This is the tale of a living But this scene changed with the
breathine Calloway county man opening of the Oklahoma Territory
who cieeed the had hombres out of in April, 1889. The last frontier
Oklahuma. The name of this out- was becoming colonized—and to a
w-exterie Mater is Col. Ed D. great extent by respectable people.
ix, undotlbtedly one of the most
The cattle kings were losing the
colorful figures developed in a paradise of their flocks and herds
red-blooded, lawless era.
while outlaws were menaced by
But in order to best appreciate the long arm of the law. These
and understand the feats of this outlaws reinforced themselves in
man, who was born here in Callo- their most secluded places and were
way cutintee :it is well to briefly joined by a few disgruntled cowreview ths years during which he boys who had fallen for the tales
screed es U.S. Marshal of the of easy money in outlawing.
Oklahoma Territory.
To these desperadoes human life
Few, if any: periods in American was very cheap and a path of
history leo,e known such complete murder, fire and robbery was cut
disregard' for law and order as by the many God-less bands across
those C4I'S prior to the turn of the Territory. The safety and even
the -century. The entire area now the lives of respectable settlers in
comprising the state of Oklahoma. the Territory was threatened. It
for many years before the opening was in an effort to end this lawof any part of it to settlement, lessness that Col. Nix, then a store
had been the home of many tribes keeper, was named U.S. Marshal
of Indians located largely in wide- of the section by President Grover
ly separated villages and almost Cleveland.
Born on the East side of this
county in 1861, young Nix was
reared en a county that had gone
theaugh some -strentione Civil War
experiences, although ags he says
in his book "Oklahombres", he
was too young to have more than
A simple method has saved many a hazy recollection of those days.
Women a lot of suffering!
But such experiences were a mere
It is baseron the fact that head- preview or preparation for the
aches, nervousness, cramp-like plin career that lay ahead of him.
One of the events which, accordare often' eymptunts of functional
ing to Col. Nix, lives most vividly
ilysmettorrlics due to malnutrition.
in his memory was the first legal
Help for this (rendition so often,,
hanging ever held in Calloway
follows the use of CARDUI, be- county. A man named Pud Diggs
cause it usually increases the ap- had led a marauding band of
petite and the flow of gaeeric juice; guerillas during the war and, upon
thus aids digestion and helps build being captured, was condemned to
physical resistance. Usual result die by hanging.
is less periodic distress.
Scaffold. Constructed
Many who take CARDIN a few
A special scaffold was constructed
days before and during "the time"
have found this helps ease periodic in an open field near Murray and
folks—white and black —
discomfgrt. Women have used county
for miles around gathered to
CARDUI for more than 50 years!
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• the purpose of organizing a 4-H occupy the Housden farm where
Club. The junior
high
group his father moved from, next year.
elected part of their officers. Those
Mr. and Mrs, Russel Niece were
named were Miss Frankie Nell the dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Falwell, president; Gene Orr Mill- Erette Williams, Sunday.
er, vice-president, and Miss Leta
Henry Hutson and Charlie WillGrey Brandon, secretary-treasurer. iams killed some nice porkers last
They plan to elect the rest of week. I expect several folks were
Other Performances To Come
the officers at our regular manth- glad of it., including myself. /
During The School
ly meeting in December. We hope think the gravy bowls at most of
witness the gruesome event.
Year
to have a very successful club, the houses around here were the
There was also an element of
and plan to work very 'hard.
gravey without any meat.'
the
fact
that
suspense
in
thrilling
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
The. seniors gave a party TuesWe were sorry to hear of the
The Murray High School glee
it had been rumored around the
afternoon each week..
day night. A large crowd was in failing health of Altord Downey.
members
of club presented -a musical program
country-side that
attendance and every one had a
Diggs' band had sworn to rescue in chapel, Friday, November 1.
nice time.
him from
the scaffold. "The
the Murray State campus, and exThe program was opened with Reggie Byars Honored On
We have started to work on our
people", writes Col. Nix, "were
Birthday
pects
to
receive
her
degree
in
Thirty-Sixth
year books this week and are all
tense and every stranger was eyed a demonstration by Mr. Inglis to
home
economics
this
year.
The
real
busy, but we don't mind
Fri-rids and relatives gathered
show the value of having a direcwith suspicion".
at the home of Reggie Byars, Sun- groom, varisty football and track working wor something we're sure
director
tor.
He
explained
that
a
The execution was under the
day, November 10, in honor of his veteran, is a physical education will be a success. We -are pleased
direction of Sheriff Joel Ferguson, was not standing_ up on the stage thirty-sixth birthday. A delicious
with our new class rings. We deNineteen students have been
he
was
one
of
Col.
Nix,
so
After November 18, the young cided on our invitations, also, selected to represent Murray
an uncle
to mar the view, or frantically meal was served from long tables.
State
couple
will
be
at
home
at
1618
of the privileged few allowed to
which are very atractive.
Pleasant conversation was a feaCollege in this year's edition of
West Main while attending Murray
witness the execution from a posi- waving his arms in order to get ture during the day.
Our school was certainly proud "Who's Who Among Students in
tion near the gallows. Col. Nix re- his daily exercise, but for the purto receive the $70 that was given American Colleges and UniversiThose present for the occasion State College.
calls how, as the Sheriff reached pose_ of regulating time and of were. Mr, and Mrs. Henry Byars,
after the election for _ the echos,' ties.': .
out to grasp the trap, a 'deadly controlling volume and exprepion. Mr. and Mrs. Lax Byers, Mr. and Fiekler-ThOsuas Wedding
that had the greatest percentage
Nominations were made by the
stil settled over the crowd.
of registered voters to go to the heads of depertments, professors,
Is Aannounced
club to demon- Mrs. Homer Burkeen, Mr. and
"Anything you want to say"?, Then using the glee
Miss Nerene Fielder and Mason polls and cast their balolts for and the student council.
and
Mrs.
Byers,
Mr.
Mrs.
Rochie
strate in an unrehearsed performasked the Sheriff.
Comus Alexander and little son Thqmas were united in marriage their favorite candidate. We can
Selections from the nominees by
"Yeah, plenty--" and the con- ance he showed the results of folJames Ray, Mr. and Mrs. Clendon Saturday, November 2. The single surely use the money to an advant- elimination were made by Mrs.
demned man launched into what lowing the director.
ring
ceremony
was
performed
by
age.
Byers, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Young
Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar; Miss
was prebably meant to be--a long
Here's some more 4-H Club Jane Haselden, dean of women;
After this short introduction, the and daughters Jo Ann and Marilyn, the Rev. L. D. Wilson at the home
harangue to play for time, oping
of
-the
Reverend
Mr.
Wilson
in
news,
art
of
the
officers
of
the
Mr.
Raymond,
and
son
W. M. Caudill, dean of men; and
following numbers were rendered Ray Bynum
his rescuers would arrive.
L. Valentine, Mrs. Murray. Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Geurin club as a whole were elected. They Shirley Castle, president of the
A shot rang out. Women scream- by nee glee club: "The Snow”, Ed- and Mrs. E.
are as follows: president, Mildred student organization.
Everett Inman and son Jerry were the only attendants.
ed and some fainted. Men dashed ward Eiger; "The Little' French'
The bride was attired in soldier Clayton; vice-presidefft, Dorothy
Dean, Wilford Brown and daughSelections from the senior class
for a tree from which the ,shot
Cluck", Richard Kountz; and "My ters Nala, Aline, Dolly, Neva, blue with black accessories. The ilson, and secretary, ha Grey Nes- are: Shirley
Castle, Stanford;
was tired. That is, they were rungroom
also
wore
blue.
bitt.
The
remaining
officials will Dewey H. Jones, Benton; Joe L.
Marien and son Euclid,
ning toward the tree until some- Moonlight Madonna", Fibich-Scotti- Katie and
be
elected
at
the
next
meeting
and
Mrs. Thomas is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Reggie Byers and
Banken. Owensboro; James R.
thing caused them to wheel and Breck.
daughter Wanda Mae.
Mr. and Mrs. W. I. Fielder of also a decision for the name of Woodall, Princeton; Wilson Gantt,
run madly in the opposite direcThe program was very instruc••• ••
Hamlin. Mr. Thomas is the son our club will be made._ Because Murray; Byron„ Holloway, Kuttion.
tive"as well as entertaining. It will Eldelis C11114 Has Party
of Mr. Payton Thomas also of of the lack of time the club isn't tav.,a; Jack Herpy, Asthabula,
A Case of Hornets
fully organized, but after our next William_ Louis Walters, Paducah;
followed, by other performances - The Ftdelis Class of the First Bap- Bernie-4.
e Fearing e possible attempt. • at
The young couple are now at meeting see hope- to get Started -fet- Mary Anna Jenkins, Greenville;
rescue, the Sheriff sprung the trap. from time to time during the tist Church had a tacky party at
a big way. This is "gonna" be the Mary Elizabeth 'Roberts, Murray;
the home of Mrs. J. M. Linn'bn the home at Third and Elm Streets,
But nothing so romantic and -spec- year.
best 4-H Club year in Hazef's Nell Wright, Briaceton. Tenn.; Ann
evening of November 8.'Mrs. Elbert Murray.
tacular happened. It seems, rehistory.
—The Tiger, Murray Lassiter drew the prize for the
Quirey, Clay; Odine Swann, Lynn
lated Col. Nix, that a man named
A few days ago the seventh and Grove.
tackiest costume.
Ryan had hidden himself in the
eighth
,grades
were
in
a
contest
proThanksgiving
From the junior class: Carl EuAfter a short
tree with his trusty pistol. Knowfor selling magazine subscriptions gene Walker, Providence; Peter
gram and period devoted to busiing of the fear that existed over
to the "Farmer's Wife" and the Paul Koss, Moosup, Conn.; KathLast
Friday
basketnight
enHazel's
were
contests
and
games
ness,
the boasted rescue, he had planned
ball team defeated Aurora. on our "Farmer's Journal". Our leaders leen M. Winter, Fulton; Janie
joy-ed.
a little' joke. At the crucial moRefreshments were served by the home fluor, by a score of 47-27. were: for the seventh grade, A...M. Kathryn
Guheen,
Birmingham;
ment, when the trap was about to
Our
second team also won 20-10. McCloud, and for the eigben grade, Mary Maree Clodfelter, Paducah;
hostesses, Mrs. Linn, Mrs. A. D.
be sprung, he raised his pistol and
Sonny
White,
The
eighth
grade
Erwin,
Hollowell,
Our
_
Lillian
cheerleaders,
Joe
Toe
t
Russell and Miss
Annie Lou Roberts, ela'yfield.
fired.
Mary Alice Myers'and Ann Little- defeated the severeb. All memThe bullet struck a large hor- George Ed Jones Elected Head to the 24 members present.
hers of the eighth grade received
di
da
very
keepton
nice
job
of
nets nest that hung in the top
of New Club on Murray
ing theaHazel players peppy. Every- individual prizes and the seventh
Mrs. Beale Entertains Club
branches of the tree.
High Campus
got a ball and bat.
The Friday afternoon bridge club one vello missed Friday night's grade
"Next day", says Col. Nix, "MurThe Iii-Y club. of Murray High met last week with Mrs. E. J. Beale game really missed something in
ray resumed its normal life,
not seeing Misses Myers and Litalthough a few of the village's School was organized October 31, with members and one guest, Mrs.
tleton in their new blue and gold
leading lights,. whose stings were 1940. George Ed Jones was elect- K. C. Frazee, present. The game
yelling costumes. '
and
tables
inconveniently located, did not ap- ed president, Ray Waggoner, vice- was played at three
Next Friday our sophomore class
prizes awarded Mrs, G. B: Scott
pear in public for several days".
resident; Buist Scott, secretary and Mrs. Joe T. Lovett for first and will give a chapel program. The
Young Nix remained in KenMrs. program is as follows:
"Jack Frost" visited us last week
tucky and Calloway county until Aad Ralph Tesseneer, treasurer. W. second high respectively.
gift.
Scripture reading and prayer; and it has changed the leaves
early manhood when the dure of B.'Moser was elected by the mem- Frazee was presented a
salad plate was serv- song, led by- Billie Wilcox; read- and grass to different colors. The
delightful
A
possible wealth and adventure to bers as faculty advisor.
ed by the hostess at the conclusion ing by Charlene Clayton, and a winter days are almost here to stay
be found in the new Territory of
The Hi-Y is connected with this of the game.
play, "Pearls"-,
for a while. I guess if we could
Oklahoma aroused his romantic
By the way our typing claes is have our way about the weather,
instintcs.
When he arrived in state's Y. M. C. A. The members
Stitch and
Thimble,
and
progressing
Bock
nicely
under
the
able
we would just want warm days
Oklahoma he was met with stories are George Ed Jones, Ray WagChatter, Meet With Mrs. Baker leadership of Miss Geraldine Mil- all the time.
about the exploits of the despera- goner, Buist Scott, Ralph TesseChronic bronchitis may develop if
Mrs. Joe Baker was joint hostess stead. -Several of our students arg
does that exacted their living from ner, Joe Pat Ward, Nelson Blalock,
Quite a bit_ of.. work is yet to be your cough chest cold,or acute bronThursday .afternoon to the Book exceeding 40 words per minute,
the peaceful settlers. The most
chitis is not treated and you cannot
and Thimble and Stitch and Chat- which is of course very good for done here with cotton and corn afford
to take a chance with any medinetorious group then operating in M. D. Thompson, Hilly Ross, Will ter Clubs at her home on Main St.
in the field 'end most of the wood
.the West was the Dalton brothers, Ed Lassiter, Bobby GarrisoneeTom The patriotic motif was carried out students which have had less than on the stump. Most everyone that cine less potent than Creomulsion
a
semester
of
training.
which
goes right to the seat of the
who rivaled even the James boys Cable and Burl Cuninngham.
in the decorations and in the deOur lunch room is serving good raised tobacco around here has a trouble to help loosen and expel germ
in the viciousness of their plunderwas
different
which
color
crop and you may laden phlegm and aid nattu to
Nelson Blalock was in charge of lightful party plate
hot lunches to many of our stuing. Up to 1892 the terrorizing or
see several different colors in the soothe and heal raw,tender,inflamed
served at the conclusion of the
Bob, Emmett, Grat and Bill Dal- the program Thursgay morniege afternoon. The hours ,.were spent dents.
same
barn.
Perhaps
one of the bronchial mucous membranes.
•don't believe anything was
Creomulsion blends beechwood
ton and their itchy-fingered gun- November 7. His topic was—on in needlework and conversation.
,ever said about our Hallowe'en colors .will suit the buyers this creosote by special process with other
men. Bill Doolin, Dick Breadwell The liquor question, It was folMembers present included Mrs. program sponsored by the Future year.
time tested medicines for coughs.
and Bill Powers, had been con- lowed by a short business meet- Vester Orr, Mrs. Lena Watkins,
Some moving Is taking place at- It contains no narcotics.
Farmers. We had a very nice
fined to Kansas.
No matter how many medicines
ing. The, time of meeting was Mrs. Claude Miller, Mrs. Myrtle crowd and the organization cleared this time. Mr, and Mrs. Charlie
Ambition Gets The Dallons
Farmer. Mrs. Carroll 'Lassiter, Mrs.
Williams, of near Providence. you have tried, tell your druggist to
How three of the Daltons fell changed from Thursddy morning Owen West. Mrs. Luther Jackson, a goodly sum of money on it.
sell
you a bottle of Creomulsion with
John T. Cochran, county agent, moved Thursday to the tenant
victims of their own ambition and to Monday evening at 6:30.
Mrs. Hub Dunn. Mrs. Herman Ross, and Miss Rachel Rowland, county houses of the Allbrittens, the place the understand1ng you must like the
way
it quickly allays the cough, perdied attempting to rob two banks
—The Tiger, Murray Mrs. Dewey Jones, Mrs. Carl King- home demonstration agent, met at occupied by Warlict Hutson year mitting
rest and sleep, or you are to
in their native town of Coffeyville.
Tolley, Mrs.
ins. Mrs. Bryan
have
before
your money back. (Adv.)
last.
Erette
Williams
will
Hazel High School last week for
ansas, is history. Only Bill DalVieen Beard. Mrs. 011ie Chambers,
ton and Bill Doolin survived the
Mrs. Robert Smith and Mrs. C. E.
bullets of the irate Kansans.
Hale. Additional guests were Mrs
With the Daltons dead, Bill DuoBurrus Waters of Paducah and
lin escaped pursuing posses and There are so many, many things-- Mrs 'R.W. Key.
So
many
I
could
never
tell,
moved into Oklahoma. One in the
Territory he had no trouble in But one thing that I'm thankful Coldwater Woman's Missionary
.forming a new gang and soon had
Society „Meets
for,
one again taken up his briefly inThe Missionary Society of the
And
is
that
I'm
well.
terrupted reign of terrorism. • InColdwater Baptist Church, which
cluded in the Doolin lineup were
was organized recently, met WedGeorge Newcomb, Bill Raidler, I'm thankful for my country
iissday afternoon at two o'clock
The
Dick West, Otis Yountis and "Ar- That is so wide and free,
‘k 1th nine members present.
kansas Tom" Daugherty—names
pr ram for the afternoon was as
,
that struck fear into the hearts of With its tall, tall mountains and fellows:
its lakes
peace-loving settlers. Later, Bill
Hymn, "What a Friend"; ScripDalton made his way to Oklahoma And its standing trees.
ture reading, Mrs. Steptiene Cobb;
peat
and joined the gang.
devotional, Mrs. Novis Rogers; talk,
.
Needless to say this new outlaw
"Lord, Teach U4 to Pray," Mrs.
year, a said in
ONLY ONE KIND OF DRIVE
And
for
our
holidays
that
come
ast
Availgang surpassed the exploits of
Stephen Cobb; talk. "Prayer
?
and
about'new
th
beit_ited
e
Vottritvg,
talk,
their predecessors -in the ferocity All through the happy year,
Alpha
Cude;
Much,
Mrs,,
eth
eliminates the clutch /
.1941.
cires
and viciousness of their raids.
has
Thanksgiving Day and Hallowe'en "Somethiqg We feeed to Pray For
the
deal
uest?eofor
ONE KIND OF DRIVE
ONLY
Meanwhile. Nix had settled him- And Christmas time so dear.
.Now," Mr.S. Inez Cobb.
autoniobWe
"ve'
dri s Oult,Many with
self and his wife in Guthrie and
' The Missionary society will meet
Asares
of comldsmobile
kinds
eliminates gear-shOine . .
had opened a prosperous furniture
on Wednesday after first Sunday
cats.
qions:
to
business. But when the raids of There are our seasons cqed and in each month.
epertinent
gtoclet
ONLY ONE KIND OF„DRIVE
have
the outlaws became almost unbearwarm
The club invites each and every
manuplc
and
other sttio.
able, he was appointed U.S. Mar- Winter, Spring, and Fall,
member to attend.
natural
that
has a completely automatic
S. • • • •
shal of the Territory by President And the
'CifiVeS'eddy to Old
hottest summer time
e
Cleveland. The role of U.S. MarHunl-LaBonte Wedding Is
h
Drive?"
transmission /
"Are t
offer
shal Ili frontier Oklahoma was re- I think it's best of all.
Announced This Week
facturers
flydra-Matic
Hydra-Matic
—Ann Eva Blalock
garde das the equivalent of a
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde B. Hunt, of
ONLY ONE KIND OF DRIVE
others?"
death 'notice and upon the youthdoes
—The Tiger. Mgay Chicago, Illinois, are this week
liow
ful shoulders of this Kentuckian
the
announcing the marriage of their
givesfull accelerating power
not,
from
confuwas placed the gigantic task of
Hunt,
Miss
Nancy
Lee
daughter,
If
differ
Do not try to be. anything else
any
that
Dlit,C
without manualshifting% ..
bringing these marauders to jusa senior in Murray State College,
tiv•
clear
but a gentleman or a gentlewoman. to - Francis LaBonte, son, of Mr.
tice.
mind,
to
order roisunderstart
publicortunity
His first official act was to sur- and that means one who has con- and Mrs. Dona LaBonte, Jewett
In
die
r
round himself with a trusted or- sideration for the whole world and CitS,
. Connecticut.
sion o
prevail in this opp of fact
built and backed by
The marriage took lace on
ganization of' deputies and to per
takes
:
tooents
may
le governed by the
Oldsmobile
stater
feet ea-fighting group. Ks
Thursday, October the twelfth,• in
-liis as- Golden Rule:
the
"Do !info others as- South Fulton, Tennessee, tvad ate
GENERAL MOTORS
sistants he Chose men whose names
publish
right!
will forever live in the memory you would have them do unto you." Rev. S. A. McDade officiating.
ered in
of Oklahoma--Bill Tilghman, Chirp
They were attended by, Miss Lela
at the
Belle Prather, of. _Union City.
Madsen. Heck Thomas, Frank
OLDSMOBILE!
gun launched the gigantic rush of Tenn, and Bob Salmohs, of- Beloit,
Cantons John Hixon, Tom Mix. To
more than 100.000 settlers into the Wisconsifi,
this band was issued the first (and
The bride Is an active co-ed on 1, eee'eseeeresewese seseessee'
only) blanket order VI "bring 'em Cherokee strip in 18413. For a time
he toured with'the late Will lingers
in dead or-alive".
'
WHY OLDS'HYDRAMATIC DRIVE*
during the 'cowboy humorist's naAnd bring 'em in . is what Col.
=====z
tion-wide charity drives. .
Nix and his deputies did. The
The old adage, full lives Makes
IS SO DIFFERENT
space alloted to this yarn does not
good reading, is certainly proven
permit a detailed account of how,
in Col. Nix. Last year he assisted
AND IN A CIASS BY-ITSELF!
during the first five years of his
in the technical work connected Both New & Used
Optional at extra cost on all models
term, practically every
outlaw with the filming of the motion picOrdinary
"new drives" are based on the principle of fluid coupling. *
For Less
still at large was slain or capfluid
BEGIN AT Sedan prices start
Hydra-Matic
Drive
is
a
combination
of
PRICES
Olcismobile's
exclusive
ture,
"When
The
Daltons
Rode".
tured and rewarded for els deeds
Why Pay More?
coupling and completely automatic transmission.It eliminates clutch
at $898, 'delivAt present Col. Nix is residing in
by speedy. rustice.
the
gear
does
away
withand
clutch
pedal.
It
Los Angeles and hopes to be able
ered at Lansing,
So, it was nothing of aje overfor
special
fourth
speed
shifter.
It
provides
a
to make it back to Calolway counSPECIAL SIX
Mich. State tax,
statement that Col. Nix was given
cruising. It givevyou a special pick-up gear for FOR
BUSINESS COUPE optional equipty to visit relatites and friends N. 13th & Cairo Rd. Paducah, Ky.
recognition be -both the national
passing other cars and climbing steep hills. The
aseatzeseseacsel
and state government as being the sometime later this year.
"no clutch, no shift" Hydra-Matic Drive is op- ment and accessories—extra. Prices
tional at extra cost on all Olds models for 1941. subject to change without notice.
man- who made Oklahoma tenable
S
Try it. ttre's nothing else like it in the world!
a A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE •
for God .,,,fearing. peace - loving
homesteaders.
,
Had Other Feats, Also
But aside from his role as peace,
officer, Col. Nix loseceesack over a
career that has be “Megg colorful as
it has been full. A shot from his
Watches by Bulova, Elgin, Hamilttin
MRS. HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor

PHONE 247, PLEASE

19 MSTC Students
Are Named For
"Who's Who"

HI-YORGANIZED"
CLUB IS HERE

Hazel School News

Sunny Tennessee
News

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads ill

Be Quick To Treat

Bronchitis

ATTENTION,
ALL YOU MOTORISTS
see

SAVE YOURSELF TIME & MONEY
BY WINTER-CHECKING YOUR CAR

1. LUBRICATION
2. ANTI-FREEZE
3.BATTERY TEST

Change now to winter oil for quick starting
and better driving performance. We'll do
the job quickly and economically.

Let us drain and flush your radiator and
refill it with anti-freeze. Here's complete
protection for your engine.

A few minutes' time might save you a lot
of grief this winter. We'll make sure your
battery is in tip top shape.

HENDON'S
Texaco Service Station
IT
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THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY
HOME
are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
and Convenience of the

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most
ReasOnable Rates
NER MILAM, Manager
'
Write_TUR
- -fOr Reservations

1.4c

Things I'm Thankful
For

LETS'CETMIS
GEV
S

HEDRAMATICDRivB*
!

PIANOS

$852*

W.E. DYE

TIlE CAR
Li5SITOBILE

DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY
In All Modes
Pen & Pencil Sets - Diamond Sets

jORelievt
Misery of

Silverware
West Side Court Square

CP

H.B.BAILEY

J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES

THE JEWELER

193 East Main Street
•
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PACE FOUR

vanced in the east year, and is
'4 Both of those ball clubs must really
now near 50 cents, a figure exceedeave something on the ball . .
ed only four times in the past 30
Lynn Grove is rapidly being releyears-in 1917, 1918, 1919 and 1928.
gated to the lower bracket, as Cuba
handed them a neat licking last
week-end. but the Jeffrey boys were
able to manhandle Faxon . . . A
12.900 Trees From Tennessee Valley
WITH
warning to all Calloway coaches:
Authority Nursey Have
Seep your big boys out of sight of
Been Planted
Clifton Thurman. as he may atParoles for 155 prisoners were
kidnaping to get more
a
tempt
J6
Announcing that more than 12 900
filed with the Secretary of State
lwight for his Colts . . . Murray
Friday, forty-four from the Eddy- trees from nurseries of the Tent,
High may line up with at least
from
112
ville Penitentiary and
A WORKABLE SYSTEM
see Valley Authority have be, n
some said that the High Schoe Iwo southpaws -Ray Waggoner and
could quit then and call it a success Lutsie N'eale starting
An entirely new and different the State Reformatory at La- planted for erosion control on Caletare deVetetarnettle in me ful year ... Evidently most.of the
'The
type of coal heating stove is now Grange.
loway County farms during the past
ease of.-Murray State's gridiron boys believed it, because they foldon the market and is being acnumber granted pa- two years. Jno. T. Cochran, county
the
Among
gladiators ate proving conclusively ed up like an umbrella against
claimed by users as amazingly roles frmoom Eddyville is a Callo- agent, calls upon farmers to get in
thut it takee-more-ihan eleverreeven- Putroner and -the' - umbrella ' blew
efficient and economical. They say way county man, Clayton Scar- touch with his office- concerning artwenty rntti to win ball games.
It not only saves considerable fuel brough, who was sentenced to a rangements for the planting ths4146
away when Bowling Green came
In all the Racers games this to town. The Tilghman game was
costs, but also gives a great deal
for begins this fall.
passterm
weeks'
six
with very little at- five year term in April, 1938,
year-especially. in the last two, it placed in the -lost column" when
more heat .
mulching,
buillffeig
Plowing,
forgery.
check
progressing
is
Is
it
everyone
say
and
.ed
engineers
has been very noticeable that the it was scheduled-the ...chief reason
tention. move
We can breathe easily
Also included among the men to check dams or other preparation is
Bluebloods are clicking best in the for playing the Tornado being that nicely.
the most revolutionary coal stove
necessary,
Mr.
Cochadvancement in 53 years.
be released oh parole are three nearly always
final period, with the so-called the money involved would aid the now that the exams.ore over and
The "Warm from Fulton and McCracken coun- ran points out. He says that this
"regulars- out of the game, but the athletic treaeuri.
we haven't "flunked'.
and
done,
Heataptrees
be
should
Morning"
simple plan is no - secret.
ties and one each from Marshall, work
The student body wishes to exBut, for those who like lo'leave
er, as it is called, Graves, Ballard and Caldwell*,
plied for, well in advance of
- Ciesteh Stewart has always been
collike
to
appreciationour
press
taste
table whit% good
in.their
is designed to
plahting.
a great believer in squad strength. the
mouths. Murray High must beat lege authorities for the invitation
give a large vol.
rather than team power. Ind all Ins
"People are finding that tree
Russellville convincingly, and then to the football game Saturday, Noradiatof
ume
great teams have been founded on
planting on eroded lands, in additake Grove High. And most of the vember 2. Many of our students
Users
heat.
ing
adequate reserve power.
tion to being a civic responsibility
high school fans are now calling attended the gamee and enjoyed it
report that It
For_ three qearters the opposition
protection of their land
the Mayfield win a "slip-up'. Per- very mutat -will hold a There was young ladyeaMtss Slow' for the
undergoes a terrine pounding as
sonally we believe the, Tigers are
steady fire all Whq just had no get-up and go; and the reservoirs on the TennesThe fall convention of the -PTA
Murray uses a "team a quarter':
see river." the county agent degood enough to win their last two held at Mayfield Wednesday. No,a•
,
.
day in severest To all signs she Said, "Pooh,
alw.411011.1 /OW"
idea. then in the final canto. the
clares, "pays dividends by retungames, and if no one else breaks a s-ember 6, was attended by the
weather without As I please so I do".
tide definitely turns towari the
pro- Her sad fate you will presently ing to._ usefulness areas abandoned
or gets a prima-donna complex. following Lynn Grove representaleg,
refueling,
'Breds. as their reserves 1.a.:-aily
for agriculture."
viding ample
the Tigers should dig their claws tives: Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood
know.
Charlie Chankle were guests of
run over the tired opposition
Qmoting figures released by W.
in good and deep for the past two Crouch, T. C. Arnett, Mrs, Bun
heat for several
Obie Byars and family Saturday
Even in the games %she's. were
large rooms: Christmas Eve she awoke with a E. Jackson, forester for the Kenst contests
evening to listen to their new
Swann. Mrs. Bryon Murdock, Mrs.
lost to Louisiana Normal a:1u
The stove holds
tucky Agricultural Extension Serstart;
radio.
Texas and the ties with ailoren
Gordon Crouch, Mrs. Nix Harris,
PUNTS AND PASSES
one hundred pounds of coal which To the stapes she flew like a dart. vice, Mr--Jackson says that more
and Cenwaae the Racers es. •
Obie Byars purchased .a new feeds down of its own weight.
Mrs. C. H. Junes, Mrs. Joel Crawtha,n 6,300 -trees from TVA source's
She ignored a red light-s
If it's not one headache, it's' an- ford. Mrs. Vernon Butterworth,
much stronger in the last half. e,
radio Saturday.
The "Warm Morning" Heater will
were set out on fends in Calloway
FAST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
in the Western game. just take tie. . ether for Ty Holland, as, now he Mrs. Mae Ford. Mrs. Clifton Key,
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin McCree end burn lump, nut or slack, hard coal, What a horrible sight!
during the last fall, winter,
tip-Western will have to be - on eas been named on the beard for Mrs. Pearl
Jones, Mrs. Clifford
were guest of Murray soft coal, coke or wood. There is Now she shops in a heavenly mart. County
children
A.. V. Havens, Minister
and spring planting season of 1839top at least three -touchdowns. going tite Selection fro an all-state high Miller, and Mrs. A. A. Doherty.
Johet and farfilly Sunday.
a reduction in Smoke and soot
into the tinal period -se its-in, and tv.t, •ossi - team for Kentucky: Assist- All reported an enjoyable time.
Rufus Adams asissted Alvin Mc- brought about by the manner in Oh heed well this tale of much 40.
"Rich Poverty: will be the serThe local planting is a part of
if the 'Toppers expect a tie. be- :re.: him in the west will be Morgan The spring convention was Schedwoe;
in digging potatoes last week. which the air is fed to the bed
Cree
program for water control on
cause Murray will score at least e.e.istian. coach at Sturgis . .. For uled to meet -at our school next mon subject of A. V. Havens,
of Ashboro. N. C., of coal. The coal is converted Into Don't start when` the red light the
Pierce
Math
Christian
First
minister of the
the land of the Tennessee Valley
twice in the final ,period . . . And the many -Who are asking, we re- year.
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. coke, a process whereby a maxi- says -NO".
worship
morning
the
at
Church,
that has resulted in the planting of
as for M,,ddle Tennessoe. I'll say peat that only seniors are eligible
mum of heat units 18 obtained from. If you Christmas shop early.
The fourth and fifth grades have service. next Sunday. The beaue Murray James Sunday.
more than 410.000.000 trees. Durprinci- Sales folks won't be surly,
six touchdowns to ont ,i1 fat irrci for the East-West all-star game in
combustion
The
fuel.
the
Stephens,
Elsa
Valentine,
Pete
pioneers.
on
completed a project
tiful organ prelude played by Mrs.
the Bluebloods.
B1.11St. Scott and
Lexingtein •.
ples applied to the stove assure And you'll live to a hundred or so. ing the past season, almost 25,000,AlexanFrank
and
MeCree
Alvin
on
mural
a
printed
Frances Coleman Johnson, will
000 trees were set out. Of this
with
Billy Fair are the Tigers most They have
der were business visitors in Pur- more complete combustion
and depicting begin promptly at 10:50.
SAYING IT WITH GROWLS
number, more than 83.300 were in
likel;• to get on the western squad. Abraham Lincoln,
superior radiation and more susSaturday,
year
Boone. The
Daniel
of
life
the
the
be
"In Their Place." will
three counties of the Valley area
tained heat than coal stoves
The Mornay; _Ti_ger is hard 1.6 Set which will' be coached by Henry children have bailt a bockshelf ,of sermon subject at the Sunday
previously manufactured, stove enin Kentucky.
along with these days. Still smartbrick and wood to display their night church service, which will
gineers say. It is similar In conNew Concord rates as the gouning because they were so hopelessly
library books and supple- begin at 7:30 o'clock.
new
oven.
coke
bee-hive
the
to
struction
outclassed against Tilghman. the ty's dark-horse a'ready in btsket- mentary readers.
The Sunday School, led be
'areas-es, are rarin'. for work ageenst ball .. . The Redlerds have showed
H. H. Maupire Faxon community, sites this fall to be ready for early
Reba MeHood. Rebecca McHood, Superintendent R. L. Wade, will
Russeliville.-a-teeM' that constantly a lot of offensis s skill, but still
and
R. B. Brandon. Vancleave planting next spring.
Kataem Dunaway. Mary. -Todd. begin at 9:30. Sunday morning
need a lot of delensive work .
County Agent Cochran stated tohave given them trouble.
have made agreements
community,
of
The Young People's Societe.
And not far from the Bengals When Vernon J-. ties grams them and Isaac Ford were,"ViSitors in
with the Foresthy Division ezif TVA day that a total of 40 such acres
the
by
faced
situation
the
Pity
Senmeet
will
Endeavor
Christian
minds is the fact that the Grove for Hazel that sme should really our school last week.
to use a total - of 4,900 tree seed- could be used in the county and
day evening. at 6.30, in the young Marshall County military draft
. And speakHigh game in Paris Turkey Day be worth- watching
lings on three acres next spring for that those interested should contact
board.
Athletics
parlor.
people's
that
about
Producers of the world-famous controlling erosion and restoring him now that they- too can begin
will determine list how successful ing of thriller:. how
of the net " The Tea-Talk will be held Wedquota for the first
game
county
The
home
first
Our
I
in
achieved
Kirkser
one-point
Wel
this season has been.
Kentucky lambs have scheduled worn out land. They are preparing preparation for next spring.
evertimes against Almo7 . . . season was played with Faxon last nesday - night at 7 o'clock, at the compulsory military draft is one their annual fall meeting at the
When Mayfield IlIch was lu-ked.
Friday evening. November le The horric of the minister. All young man. Yet, to date there, have been livestock pavilion at the Agricultriumphant over people are invited to these in- 25 volunteers for that one position
Wildcats were
tural Expeziment Station at Lexthe Faxon boys by a score of 25- formal times o fun, fellowship and open in the first draft which will ington November 22. Discussions
call 30.000 Men into the army on
11. The Kittens were defeated by instruction.
will center around parasite conNovember 20.
score of 17-15. The next game
prevention of pre-larnbing
To Travis Ethridge, the first man trol,
a- at Concord. Friday evening. No.feeding.
METHODICT CHURCH NOTES to volunteer, however, will go the illness, and
vember 15 The Hazel ball team
Dr. Benjamin Schwartz, head of
one opening. says G. A. Thompwill meet the Wildcats here TuesSunday. Nov. 17, 1940
the zoology division of the United
son, chairman of the board.
eay evening. November 19. See
State Department of Agriculture,
*hese games and watch the WildThis is "Conference Sunday" in
has been invited to lead the diseats fight!
the Memphis Conference and the
cussions. Other speakers will inContest
Fiddlers'
The annual
hats of Methodists will gather at
clude farmers, and Richard C.
will_ be held 'at our school Thanks- Jackson. Tenn., this week to transIf you have a new -house or an old one and want
Miller and other members of the
dying night. November 21. at 7 act the
yearly
business of the
the College of Agriculof
Shrubs, Roses or Shade Trees, why
faculty
Evergreens,
e'clock p. m. Prizes will be given Methodist, churches of West Ten• This year Murray High School ture.
World War Veteran plant them
disabled
a
let
n the following contests: Best
not
nessee and •West Kentucky. Bishop
Various feeds will be exhibited
fiddler playing "Turkey in the Deceit will preside over the Con- has sia, members of the School at the meeting, including roughyou money. I served overseas
save
and
you
for
Straw": best guitar selection with ference, which most likely will ad- Boy Patrol to insure the safety of ages and concentrates, so farmers
Division,
French
S.
with the 3rd U.
or without singeng; best
journ late Sunday afternoon. The its Student. Jimmie Robinson and can
see different, combinations
earp selegtiOn:, biest fiddler play- pastor will be in Jackson so there Ben
freshmen, Bill recommended for ewes.
Crawford,
best will be no preaching service at
any two .frleetions:
Ing
Kentucky prodeices 1,250.000 to
whistler; best quaatet singing two the Methodist church either morn- Pogue and Castle Parker. sopho- 1,500.000 lambs a year.
Profits
selections: best fiddler playing ing or night, but the Suhde-y-school mores; Ralph Tesseneer and Billie come not only from this great
-Some sacred selection; and best will have its regular • session at Ross, juniors, volunteered their ser- number of high-quality lambs but
Phone 142
301 South 8th St.
dancer.
9:30 in the morning and the young vices. The school is very proud also front about 8,000;000 pounds of
people of the Intermediate and
adhas
wool
of
price
The
of these boys and also grateful to wool.
Senior Leagues will have charge
of the evening service, beginning them for their. splendid perform
at 7 o'clock. These are fine yqung ance of this civic auty..
people and should have Your sup=The Tiger, Murray
port in their program of 'Sunday
and
thilders
Bob
Mr
M; and
night. Come and heal them, and
It pays to read our Classifieds.
daufthter of Illinois were Saturday inspire them with your presence.
Just taste-it.. You can get hours of
afternoon guests of Mr. and. Mrs.
The Methodist pastors of CalloJohn Duncan.
way County left for Jackson. Tenn.,
sttnshinebrought.-to-y-emtr home or office in
Mr.'and Mrs. Stafford Curd have Wednesday morning and will rein
living
after
home
back
moved
main there till the closing of the Symptoms of Distress Arising 1i,gm
a bottle of Sunbt.rSt milk. You get a doctor's
Ridgely. Tenn. for some tirrz.
conference.
Adelbert Reeves of MeXphis.
-antitOtdn against -('old germs in -the same The pastor is grateful to the
CH
, •
Tenn snent the week-end at home. people of Murray and the surchildren
and
Hargis
Frank
Mrs.
bottle,
And there's -an insurance policy to
rounding territory for innumerEVEU
S
of Providence spent Sunday with able courtesies received during
ItrEOT5OIA
protect
mf. and Mrs. Fradk Starks.
hi_;i-.1th that "goes along-with it!
his' four years of residence, with Free Rook Tells of Home Treat114re,„Ethel Curd of Paducah was you. I trust the blessings- of God ment that Must Help or it Will
:)r:n1; at. least a quart a- day of Slrburst.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lander will rest on our good town and Cost You Nothing
Curd for a few days recently.
Over one million bottles of the
county.
feel 1:ke,a million!
The Dexter Homemakers met
have
TREATMENT
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor
WILLARD
an
set
and
afternoon
Friday
- last
been sold for relief of symptoms of
improved nine patch quilt together.
distress arising from Stomach and
The OM will be quilted And sold
Duodenal Ulcers due to EXCESS
for the benfit of the club.
ACID-Poor-Digestion. Sour or UpMr. and Mrs. Bob Childers and .Mr. and Mrs. Frank Alexander set Stomach. Gassiness. Heartburn,
dinthe
were
daughter of Illinois
visited in Puryear Monday.
Sleeplessness, etc., due to Excess
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ash- Acid. Sold on 15 days' trial! Ask
CUOIE
111,1411ra
Schroeder and children Sunday.
lock were the dinner guests of for "Willard's Message" which fully
twEYROUT!
MS MIS
Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. Walter_Collins Sun- explains' this treatment-free-at
Lyman" Coursey. of
Price is important, of
spent the week-end at home.
day,
Mrs. Richard -Walston shopped in
Pete Valentine and family and
course ... But most im111.2 CAR 1193 CAR
Murray Monday.
the
spent
Memphis,
Graam.
Roy
portant of all is what you
week-end at home.
• Mr. and Mrs. Clynt Lancaster
get for the price ... Your
and temily moved to their new
We
Lame in Murray Saturday.
CONCEALED
own eyes and your own •
regret to give up our gond neighSAFETY'STEPS
bors as. they have been residents
tests -will tell you that you
of Deatter for several years.-C. A.
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Kicking'Em
Around

NEW COAL STOVE
AMAZES OWNERS County Man
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With 1940 feed supplies,and pastures

Among
Parole
For
Eligibles
Operates on New, Different
Principle --- One Filling of
Fuel Lasts 24 to 36 Hours

improved by conservation farming,

Edd Kellow

farmers could provide every person

Lynn Grove High
School News
_.---Theeseetaid

in the Vie with
milk7 and

AGENT ADVISES TO
PLANT TREES NOW

45qts. more

\çand
crearn'

lbs.

•R

more

other manufactured dairy prothicts

So - - Shop Early!

T,

than each person ate in 1939.
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25 Men For 1 Open
Position in Marshall
County Army Draft Sheep Raisers to'
Meet November 22
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Two Local Farmers
to Use 4,000 Seedlings
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NOTICE
Mr. Home Owner

Students Safety Up
To 6 Patrol Boys
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A. E. BARNETT

YOU KNOW IT'S GOOD!
G OD'

Dexter News

UICK RELIEF FROM
SI4

Puryear Route 2

Figure the Price
Figure the Features Figure the Savings
AND YOU'LL BUY CHEVROLET
0111"..10ifti.

Call 191 Today

Dale & Stubblefield

Murray Milk Products
COMPANY

Telephone 191

•ko
Dc
wi

Murray,l(y.

get the highest quality in the

It pays to read our Clamilledis.

KOKO

DELICIOUS

lowest price field when you get
new Chevrolet ...That's why
people have given

AND REFRESHING

With Phileo's cooperation, we're celelaming the 15 Milhen,11 Philos in a
Great Jubilee Sale! Free gifts—special
vslues--libctal pllowances, all arranged"'
for this evcrit and gad Qnly while it
lasts. Don't rnics this chance 'to SAVE!

AT HOME, TOO
iv

A
'

PHILCO 26011

.490

'

JUBILEE
SPECIAL!

leadership in motor car sales
for nine of the last ten years!
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you pod this

Chevrolet

9111LPENGINE YES NO NO
YES MONO
VA(UUM-POWER SHIFT
YES NO NO
YES NO NO
GENUINE KNEEACT1ON YES NO NO
BOXGIRDER FRAME YES JO NO
YES MONO
11PTOE.MATK CLUTCH YES MONO
ArAV Elt71!A CDS7

BODY BY FISHER
OV777/ MIME liftt1770,
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NINA RSNER NO DRAFT
VENTILATION
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ELECTRIC- COCK

EASY.TERMS
You will welcome the pure refreshment °Lice-cold Coca-Cola
when eeru come home hot, tired or thirst?. Ice-cold
Coca-C.ola. le-every Nace else: itebelongs in your family gA.
iiisterator. Getis *is-bottle cartop front .our dealer.
-

COCA-C.01.k HOT-MING CO.
Paducah. Kentucky

Again CHEVROLET'S THE LEADER!

'ere ..,pt is ...11 .3! It
Elertric _a.* is
y,urs free ma H.,
y 1941 Ph
HURRY
--offer good for a limited lam
iy!
Si

One-Battery FARM RADIOS, Sf9.95 up

•
, JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE CO.
'South Side Square

)10

?Axe/

Phone 56

PORTER MOTOR CO.
Murray, Kentucky

West Maple Street
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